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Abstract 

Title: Mitigating Pilot Contamination through Optimizing Pilot Allocation in Massive 

MIMO Systems 

Author: Rand Abdul Hussain 

Advisor: Josko Zec, Ph. D. 

This dissertation has proposed several algorithms to optimize the allocation of pilots to the 

users’ equipment (UEs) to mitigate the effect of the pilot contamination problem in the 

massive MIMO systems. Pilot contamination reduces the performance of massive MIMO 

systems due to the reduction in the quality of the estimated channel between a UE and the 

serving base station (BS). The limitation of the number of samples in a coherence block 

limits the number of unique mutually orthogonal pilots, and hence, reusing the set of pilots 

across the cells causes inter-cell interference during pilot transmission, which is called pilot 

contamination. For this purpose, algorithms that aim to maximize the minimum asymptotic 

signal to noise ratio (SIR) by optimizing the pilot allocation have been proposed. The goal 

is to enhance the SIRs for the UEs that suffer the most from the pilot contamination 

problem.  
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On the other hand, pilots’ allocation is a combinatorial problem, and generally non-

deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard). Hence, finding the optimal solution is 

obtained by the exhaustive search, which is not feasible when the number of UEs and cells 

are large. Thus, we have regenerated the state-of-the-art scheme to evaluate the proposed 

algorithms when the optimal solution could not be found due to computational complexity. 

While all the proposed algorithms have performed better than the related work, two types 

of the proposed algorithms stand out by providing a near-optimal solution with polynomial 

complexity in the scenarios when the exhaustive search was applicable, and much 

outperformed the state-of-art algorithm especially in the simulations of the large systems. 

Also, we have noticed from the simulations of large systems, that applying the proposed 

pilot allocation schemes to the system that uses the zero-forcing combining scheme, where 

a BS is deployed with a very large number of antennas, has greatly raised the spectral 

efficiency of the UEs that have low spectral efficiency using conventional and state-of-art 

pilot allocation schemes. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Background 

1.1 Introduction and Motivation 

For more than a decade now, wireless communication has become part of billions of lives. 

Since 1981, the mobile telephony and data witnessed commercial success. The first 

generation of mobile telephony in Scandinavia and later in the US and the UK did not 

penetrate the lives of the public because the terminals were expensive, so the targeted 

markets were limited [1], besides the data rate provided was between 2.4 kbit/s to 14.4 

kbit/s. A decade later, the second generation was revolutionary for integrating the cellular 

phone in public lives. That was the result of putting a global standardization, and the 

emerging of the digital systems that led to widening the range of the service and a 

reduction in the cost of the production, and it provided a data rate of 14.4 kbit/s [1]. In the 

early 2000s, 3G systems introduced data service with the ability to handle multimedia and 

web-based applications. 3G systems provide data rates between 384 kbit/s outdoor to 2 

Mbit/s indoor. A few years later, 3.5G systems enhanced data rate of data only with raw 

on-air data rate reached to 14 Mbit/s. Currently, 4G systems are data only systems that 

provide data rates up to 100 Mbit/s. On the other hand, wireless local area networks also 

have significantly evolved with the aim to provide much higher data rates than cellular 

networks for short ranges at the offices. While in wireless LAN networks, wireless 
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technology provides an elegant yet sufficient way to connect the PCs with the Internet 

compared to the wired LAN, for cellular systems, there is no alternative for mobile phones 

in some part of the world with poor telephone network infrastructure. Therefore, wireless 

access to the Internet with high data rates and the relatively low price of the smartphones 

are responsible for the exponential increase in the data traffic. As a result, 5G technologies 

set the goal of increasing the area throughput (bit/s/km2) of wireless communications by 

hundred to thousand times higher than 4G systems. While deploying more BSs was the 

leading strategy for enhancing the area throughput; currently, urban areas are already dense 

with the inter-site distance between the cells of the cellular network less than one kilometer 

[2]. On the other hand, utilizing new bands in the frequencies between 1 GHz and 6 GHz 

will soon be impossible as there will be no further available bands. Although, there is a 

ubiquity of bands available in much higher frequencies “millimeter waves,” unfortunately, 

these are not useful in the coverage tier of the cellular wireless networks because they 

serve better the short ranges with a line of sight between the transmitter and the receiver 

[2]. Therefore, increasing the bandwidth to enhance the area throughput is not the optimal 

solution to meet the need of future wireless networks. 

As a result, coming up with strategies to enhance the spectral efficiency which is the 

average number of bits that can be efficiently transmitted per second for each unit of 

bandwidth per cell [3] is the leading idea behind massive MIMO (multiple-input, multiple-

output) design technique. In short, with massive MIMO, we can within a cell serve more 

users simultaneously with good service using the same time-frequency resources when we 

equip its BS with a large number of antennas. Therefore, massive MIMO technology 
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increases the sum of spectral efficiencies. In this context, users are regarded as multiple-

output in the downlink/multiple-input in the uplink, while BS antennas are regarded as 

multiple-input in the downlink/multiple-output in the uplink. Although massive MIMO has 

many benefits which will be discussed later in this chapter, it suffers from pilot 

contamination that results from reusing the same sequence of pilots in every cell in the 

network during the channel estimation step. As a result, the interferences caused by the 

terminals that reuse the pilot sequences will lower the effective signal to interference pulse 

noise ratio (SINR) to an unacceptable level for some users. The dissertation aims to explain 

in detail the problem, discuss the solutions given in previous works, and to propose new 

solutions to mitigate the effect of pilot contamination in a practical way. 

1.2 Background  

1.2.1 Symmetric and Heterogeneous Networks  

The transmission of voice and data wirelessly utilizes electromagnetic (EM) waves that are 

designed to carry the information from the transmitter to receiver/receivers. The EM waves 

propagate with speed of light in all directions, and as the distance increases, their energy 

spread out, and less energy reaches the specific receiver [4]. For this reason, Bell labs 

proposed cellular networks concept (cellularization) in 1947, in which the coverage area is 

divided into smaller cells where a subset of the available transmission channels is reused in 

each cell. A cell has one base station (BS) that serves multiple users’ devices/UEs (users’ 

equipment) [5], and a base station is a piece of equipment that provides a connection 

between the users and the network. In this dissertation, we will consider connecting users 

to the BS that provides the best channel gains. Furthermore, each cell operates 
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individually. The link where the users transmit signals to their assigned BS is the uplink 

and the link where the transmission from the BS to its users is the downlink. In literature, it 

is a common practice to picture the cellular networks as a grid of hexagon cells; each has 

the same radius with one BS at the center and which are considered as symmetric 

networks. However, in the real world, cells have different sizes and shapes (asymmetric). 

That leads us to clarify the term heterogeneous networks (HetNets). It means the 

deployment of small cheap access points/hotspot BSs indoors and in offices to create small 

cells to provide higher capacity in addition to the presence of the cellular BSs/macrocells 

[1]. As a result, the deployment of the BSs will consist of two main tiers/layers. The 

coverage tire where outdoor BSs provide access to the cellular networks to many users 

while covering a wide area and support user mobility. And, the hotspot tier that exists 

within the coverage area of the cellular BSs is mainly indoor BSs that provide access to a 

small number of users to support high throughput [4]. The cells at the coverage tier and the 

hotspot tier could operate on the same or different frequency bands (to avoid inter-tier 

interference). 

1.2.2 Channel Modeling for Wireless Systems 

Distance is not the only factor that affects the propagation of the transmitted signal. The 

EM wave faces reflection, scattering (reflecting from very rough objects), absorption, and 

diffraction by objects in the environment through its propagation. Added to that, the user 

position and the environment are changing over time (vehicles also obstruct the EM wave). 

As a result, we will employ stochastic models to describe the wireless channel between the 

transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna [6]. In this context, a channel represents the 
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impulse response of the linear time-varying wireless communication system between the 

transmitter and the receiver [7]. And, two main types of effects that the signal will face, 

and both will be employed to describe variations of the channel strength over time and 

frequency [6]:  

1-Large-Scale fading, which models path loss that is distance-dependent (the distance 

between the user and the BS), and shadow fading (macroscopic fading also called long 

term fading [5]) caused by blockage from obstacles in the path of EM wave. The changes 

to the wireless channel from these effects will occur when the user moves in order of cell 

size. 

2- Small-Scale fading, which models the scattering of the transmitted signal into multiple 

copies, each travels on a different path which could add up constructively or destructively 

at the receiver, which happens in order of carrier wavelength (microscopic movement). 

Hence, it is a short-term fading, and it is frequency-dependent. 

1.2.3 Modeling Single Input/Single Output Systems 

As mentioned earlier, reflectors cause the signal to reach the receiver through multiple 

paths. Modeling the attenuation and propagation delay associated with each path is 

impractical. Instead, the multipath effect is captured by modeling the propagation channel 

behavior between the transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna as a linear time-variant 

system [6]. It is linear because of the linearity of Maxwell’s equations [3]. However, it is 

time-variant because the transmitter/receiver or the objects in the propagation environment 

could move [3].  
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Let the complex time series {xl}lZ be the discrete time digital signal that is transmitted at 

the symbol rate T. Then, the transmitted signal can be represented as follows:  

x(t)= ∑  ∞
𝑙=−∞ √𝐸𝑠xl 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑙𝑇) (1.1) 

where 𝐸𝑠 denotes the energy of the transmitted symbol when normalizing the average 

energy of the constellation to unity [7]. Let define the function hB (t, τ) as the time-varying 

(in the time domain along the variable t) impulse response of the channel over the system 

bandwidth B where B =1/T and along the duration τ [7]. Therefore, hB (t, τ) is the response 

at the time t to the impulse at the time t-τ. Then, when the signal x(t) is transmitted, the 

received signal denoted by y(t) will be 

y(t)= hB (t, τ) * x(t) + n(t) (1.2) 

where * denotes the convolution and n(t) is the additive noise (Gaussian noise) at the 

output of the receiver filter. Also, hB  (t, τ) consists of three terms: the transmitter pulse 

shape-filter fT(τ), the impulse response of the electromagnetic propagation channel h(t, τ) at 

time t that also accounts for the transmitting and receiving antennas and the receiving filter 

fR(τ). Therefore, as in [7], hB (t, τ) can be written as below: 

hB (t, τ)= fT(τ) * h(t, τ) * fR(τ) (1.3) 

In digital communication theory, when y(t) is sampled at rate T where fR(τ) * fT(τ) does not 

create inter-symbol interference, it means it meets Nyquist criterion. 
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In practice, it is difficult to model h(t, τ) because it indicates sounding the channel over an 

infinite bandwidth. As a result, hB (t, τ) is modeled instead, and in the following 

discussions, it will be written as h(t, τ) (abuse of notation) or hτ [τ]. 

Therefore, equation (1.2) is rewritten as: 

y(t) = h(t, τ)*x(t )+n(t )                                                                                                    (1.4) 

        =∫ h(𝑡, 𝜏)𝑥(𝑡 − τ)𝑑
∞

𝜏=−∞
τ + n(𝑡) 

Then, denoting 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 as the maximum length of the channel impulse response, equation 

(1.4) becomes 

y(t) =∫ h(𝑡, 𝜏)𝑥(𝑡 − τ)𝑑
𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥

0
τ + n(𝑡)                                                                              (1.5) 

       =∑  ∞
𝑙=−∞  ∫  

τmax

τ=0
  xl √𝐸𝑠  h(𝑡, τ) 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑙𝑇 − τ) 𝑑τ +n(𝑡)                                            

Using the sifting property of the delta function, the equation is simplified to 

y(t) = ∑  ∞
𝑙=−∞  √𝐸𝑠xl h𝑡[𝑡 − 𝑙𝑇] + n(𝑡)        (1.6) 

When y(t) sampled at the symbol rate T, we get [7]: 

y(t0+kT) = ∑  ∞
𝑙=−∞ √𝐸𝑠xl h𝑡0+𝑘𝑇[𝑡0 + (𝑘 − 𝑙)𝑇] +n(𝑡0 + 𝑘𝑇)                                       (1.7) 

yk = ∑  ∞
𝑙=−∞ √𝐸𝑠 xl  h𝑘[(𝑘 − 𝑙)] +  n𝑘     
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When T >> τmax, the channel hB (t, τ) will only depend on t which can be written as h(t) 

(same abuse of notation as before). As a result, the channel will be called narrowband 

channel or flat fading channel [7]. Also, h𝑘is the sampled representation of the channel 

h(t). The model above is called additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and it is the most 

important model in the communication theory [8]. Also, the noise is flat bandlimited 

spectral that supports the bandwidth [-B, B]. Focusing on the bandlimited channels, and the 

assumption of knowing the specific locations of both the transmitter and the receiver, the 

gain between the antennas of the transmitter and the receiver can be written as (considering 

the sampled version of equation (1.7))  

h = √𝛽 g       (1.8) 

where √𝛽  is the large scale fading coefficient that is often modeled as below: 

𝛽 = ϒ – 10 α log10 (r/ r0) + z               (1.9) 

where ϒ is the median channel gain at the reference distance r0, r is the distance between 

the transmitter and the receiver measured in m or km (depending on the reference distance 

r0 if r0=1 m or r0=1 km respectively), while α is the path loss exponent that determines how 

fast the transmitted power is decaying with respect to the distanced r. Both ϒ and α are 

functions of antenna gains, frequency of the carrier and the height of the antennas. On the 

other hand, z is a real-valued random variable (lognormal such as 10log10 z is zero mean 

with standard deviation 𝜎𝑑𝐵
𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑 in dB) that adds further attenuation, and it depends on the 

specific locations of the transmitter and the receiver, given the distance between them.  
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On the other hand, g is a complexed value number that represents the small-scale fading 

effect, and through the dissertation, we will assume it is Rayleigh. In other words, the 

amplitude of the channel is modeled as a Rayleigh random variable assuming that the 

signal is arriving from a large number of paths (with no line of sight) that have similar 

energy [7], and further discussion regarding uncorrelated Raleigh fading will be given in 

the following sections of this chapter.  

1.2.4 Coherence Time, Coherence Bandwidth and Coherence 

Interval 

Coherence time is the duration in which the channel response is approximately constant 

[3]. It is denoted by Tc (in seconds), and it is approximated using two-path propagation 

model to be λ/2v (practically accepted) [3]), where λ is the wavelength of the carrier and 

the v (in m/s) is the velocity of the user. On the other hand, coherence bandwidth is the 

frequency interval in which the magnitude of the frequency impulse response (frequency 

domain) of the channel is approximately constant; and, it is denoted by Bc (in Hz) [3]. Also 

driven from the two-path propagation model, coherence bandwidth is calculated from c/|d1-

d2, where c is the speed of light, |d1-d2| represents the maximum difference in the length of 

the propagation paths. In addition, (1/Bc) is the delay spread (in seconds) of the channel. 

Coherence interval τc is the largest time-frequency space where the channel effect becomes 

a multiplication by a complexed value scalar gain h [3]. It has a length equals to TcBc 

samples, which obeying the sampling theorem that states any T-second segment of the 

band-limited signal x(t) of B Hz frequency interval can be represented by TB if the 

complex-valued samples of the signal are taken at a 1/B (in seconds) intervals. In other 
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words, a waveform that fits in a coherence interval can be defined using TcBc complex 

valued samples. As a result, it is convenient to consider the channel as a statistic during the 

coherence interval. Besides, noise samples taken at intervals of 1/Bc are uncorrelated. 

Therefore, equation (1.8) represents the gain between two antennas during a coherence 

interval. 

1.2.5 Channel Capacity and Spectral Efficiency for AWGN Channel 

of SISO System  

We know from the information theory that a reliable transmission of the information is 

possible when the transmission rate is less than the channel capacity and is denoted by C 

[8]. For a discrete memoryless channel, the channel capacity is C = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑝(𝑥) I(X ; Y), 

where I(X ; Y) is the mutual information between the input and the output of the channel 

that both are random variables, and p(x) is the probability density [8]. In addition, 

I(X ; Y) =H(Y)-H(Y|X) (1.10) 

Where H(Y) is the entropy of random variable Y and H(Y|X) is the conditional entropy of Y. 

Entropy is a function of the probability mass function (PMF) of a random variable 

(probability density function (PDF) in a continuous random variable); hence, it is a 

number, and it describes the information content of the information source [8].  

A discrete memoryless complex AWGN channel with input x ∈ ℂ, y ∈ ℂ is the received 

signal and h ∈ ℂ is the impulse response of the channel can be modeled as: 

y=xh+n (1.11) 
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where h ∈ ℂ is the impulse response of the channel, n is the thermal noise (AWGN) where 

n~CN(0, σ2), and the distribution of x is power limited, i.e., E{|x|2}≤ 𝑝. If h is known at the 

output and it is deterministic, then [4] the channel capacity for complex AWGN is 

C = log2(1 +
𝑝 |ℎ|2

 𝜎2
 ) (1.12) 

where x ~CN(0, p), and the actual measurable signal to noise ratio (the ratio of the received 

power to the noise power) [4] is  

SNR =
𝑝 |ℎ|2

 σ2
  (1.13) 

However, if h is a realization of H random variable (in this case h is called the fading 

channel), and it is independent of the signal and the noise, then the ergodic channel 

capacity is  

C=Eh{log2(1 +
𝑝 |ℎ|2

 𝜎2 )} (1.14) 

where Eh denotes the expectation with respect to the channel h. Since h is random in this 

case, the SNR is instantaneous SNR. Therefore, we should take the average SNR which 

equals to [4] 

SNR=
𝑝 E{|ℎ|2}

 σ2  (1.15) 

E{|h|2} is the amount of the scaling to the signal power caused by the channel and is 

referred as the average channel gain [4].  
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On the other hand, the spectral efficiency (SE) is the number of bits that can be reliably 

transmitted over the channel per second per each unit of the bandwidth, and its unit is 

b/s/Hz [3]. Therefore, the channel capacity determines the maximum achievable SE. When 

h is a fading channel, SE becomes the average number of transmitted b/s/Hz because we 

average it over the realizations of the fading channel h [4]. 

1.2.6 MIMO Channels 

When a BS and a UE equipped with more than one antenna, the resulting system is called 

MIMO. Therefore, the fading channel between the transmitter and the receiver becomes a 

matrix with dimension (number of the receiving antennas) × (number of the transmitting 

antennas). The fading channel between an antenna from the transmitter and an antenna 

from the receiver is a SISO system [7]. When the antennas at the BS are closely spaced, 

and the distance between the BS and the user (has a single antenna) is larger than the space 

between the antennas (at the BS), it is acceptable to consider the links formed by the 

transmitter’s antenna and receiver’s antenna to have the same large-scale coefficient. 

Hence, the channel response between a BS and a UE can be denoted by the vector h ∈ ℂM 

where M is the number of antennas at the BS. Furthermore, h is spatially uncorrelated 

when we ignore the correlation between the elements of the channel (uncorrelated), and 

they are independent and have Rayleigh magnitude, the channel becomes i.i.d Rayleigh or 

uncorrelated Rayleigh channel, which is a model for assuming the BS antenna array is 

surrounded by many scattering objects compared to the number of antennas (M) at the BS. 

Deploying multiple antennas at the BS is a very successful design concept to increase the 

collected energy of the transmitted signal in LoS and NLoS propagation environments [3], 
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[5]. For the sake of argument in the LoS propagation, we will assume a horizontal uniform 

linear array (ULA) with the distance between one antenna and another (at the BS) is 

measured by the number of wavelengths of the carrier frequency. Therefore, when the user 

has one antenna, and the BS has M antennas, the gain of the desired received signal will be 

scaled by M in UL (assuming using maximum ratio combining MRC and the BS knows the 

channel response of the desired signal) because it will collect the EM energy coherently 

from its antennas [4]. The proportional scaling of the gain with the number of antennas is 

called array gain [5]. Although the antennas will also collect M more energy from the noise 

(each antenna will receive a signal is corrupted by the noise), the MRC will add it non-

coherently, which does not change the noise variance. The system above is called SIMO 

because there is a single input (UE with a single antenna), and multiple outputs (BS 

antennas). In the NLoS environment (richly scattered propagation environment), each 

antenna will receive a different realization of the channel, which can be used to mitigate 

the channel fading effect, and it will also collect more energy of the desired signal [9]. 

1.2.7 Multiuser MIMO 

Multiuser MIMO permits a BS that is equipped with many antennas to serve multiple UEs 

using the same time-frequency resource [3]. Space division multiple access (SDMA) 

handles the co-user interference in the multiuser MIMO system by utilizing multiple 

antennas that are deployed at the BS to reject the interference by spatial processing [4]. 

Hence, the BS can separate the signals from different UEs when the BS knows the channel 

responses of its users to differentiate between their signals (coherently combining the 

signal of a user using all the antennas). On the other hand, the BS can transmit 
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simultaneously separate signals to its serving users using all the antennas to generate 

signals with different phase and amplitude (precoding) to direct the signals to the intended 

UEs. Even in NLoS propagation, with the transmission of spatially filtered signals, the 

users can decode their intended signals because the components of the intended signal are 

added coherently [5]. Therefore, spatial multiplexing increases the channel capacity, and 

that increase depends on the number of BS antennas and the number of served users. 

Simply, for each UE in a cell, there will be SE, and the increase in the sum of SEs is 

proportional to the number of the served UEs. Also, the increase of the SE in a cell from 

serving multiple users simultaneously in the same time-frequency resource is called 

multiplexing gain, and it is a multiplicative factor [5]. Hence, the multiplexing gain (in a 

cell) equals to the minimum number of BS’s antennas, and the number of the served UEs 

(assuming a UE has a single antenna) in the cell. The multiuser MIMO refers to multiple 

users and multiple antennas at the BS [4]. 

1.2.8 Channel State Information (CSI) and Pilot Signals 

The channel response between a user and a BS is needed to be regularly estimated. It is 

only constant over a very short period (coherence time in milliseconds) and over several 

hundred kilohertz (coherence bandwidth). Therefore, typically, a random distribution 

models the channel variations. And CSI refers to the BS knowledge of the current set of the 

channel response realizations [4]. To estimate the channel between a transmitting and 

receiving antennas, a pilot signal (a known signal) is sent that is received by all other 

antennas in the network. Then by comparing the received signal with a known pilot signal, 

the channel to the transmitter antenna is estimated [3]. However, to estimate the channel of 
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multiple transmitter antennas, generally, each transmitter antenna should be assigned a 

mutual orthogonal pilot signal so that the receiver antenna can differentiate between the 

signals from these different transmitters. Since the transmission consists of pilots and 

payload data, pilots are overheads, and we would like to minimize the number of pilots to 

get higher spectral efficiency [10]. Further discussion about channel estimation will be 

discussed in the massive MIMO section. 

1.2.9 Time Division Duplexing (TDD) and Frequency Division 

Duplexing (FDD) 

TDD and FDD are two modes of operations that separate the uplink and downlink in time 

and frequency, respectively, hence acquiring CSI is different in these modes [11]. In TDD, 

the BS estimates the uplink channels of the K single-antenna UEs (K is the number of 

users) from the K UL pilots in the SDMA [4]. Also, the channel response is the same in 

both directions (UL-DL and DL-UL), hence it is called reciprocal, and the UEs only need 

to know their effective channels after the precoding (no downlink pilots). Also, since the 

effective channel is constant during the coherence time, it can be estimated from the 

downlink payload data signals (blindly).  

However, in FDD, the channels in both directions should be estimated because they are 

different. As a result, pilots should be sent on UL and DL directions [3]. Besides, using a 

channel control, the estimated DL channels’ responses are fed back to the BS for precoding 

(precoding will be explained in massive MIMO section). Therefore, the overhead of 

sending pilots is much less in TDD than FDD protocol in SDMA. In TDD the overhead 

equals to min (K, M) pilots, while in FDD, the overhead equals to K + max (M, K) symbol 
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transmissions in the uplink and M pilots in the downlink. Hence, TDD is the preferred 

protocol to use with SDMA [4]. 

1.3 Massive MIMO (Large Scale MIMO)  

1.3.1 Canonical Massive MIMO 

Massive MIMO is a technology that exploits hundreds of antennas at the BS to serve a 

large number of users and hence, increasing the sum of spectral efficiencies in the cell. It is 

described as the ultimate improve to multiuser MIMO [3]. Since the low-cost production of 

UE and low power consumption are important factors to consider, it is preferable that a UE 

is deployed with a small number of antennas. Massive MIMO system typically envisioned 

with one antenna equipped in each UE, with one BS in each cell, and BSs do not cooperate 

only possibly in power and pilots’ allocation [3]. To leverage the concept of (SDMA), a BS 

also should acquire the channel state information (CSI) in the uplink and downlink 

transmission and use linear signal processing to carry on the multiplexing and 

demultiplexing of the signals from different users [3]. What makes massive MIMO a 

promising 5G technology is the use of a large number of antennas at the BS will enable it 

to formulate narrow beams in the directions of the specific users in the line of sight 

propagation (LoS) environment. On the other hand, in the NLoS environment (richly 

scattered) conditioned on the carefully selected waveform, many antennas at BS means 

more power will be focused in the direction of the intended user, which allows the 

scattered components to be added constructively at the specified UE location [3]. However, 

that makes the CSI acquisition crucial for power focusing and hence, benefiting from the 
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hundreds of antennas. Using channel estimation methods that depend on pilots, makes 

TDD the preferred protocol in the massive MIMO system (only uplink pilots are needed 

that depend on the number of users, and the number of BS antennas is irrelevant to the 

number of pilots). Most works on massive MIMO consider half-duplex TDD where either 

the BS or the UEs transmit(s) at one time. As a result, the coherence interval half-duplex 

TDD in canonical massive MIMO equals [12], [2]-[4] 

τc= τul,p  +τul  + τdl (1.16) 

where τc is the coherence interval, τul,p  is the number of samples per coherence interval 

dedicated for uplink pilots, τul is the number of the uplink data samples per coherence 

interval, and τdl is the number of downlink samples per the coherence interval.  

1.3.2 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 

When the sample interval is less than the channel spread, the receiver will receive 

overlapped adjacent samples, and that makes the model of memoryless wireless channels 

invalid. Channels with memory are much harder to estimate [4]. Moreover, it is hard to 

decode the received signals in the presence of inter-sample interference. As a result, 

OFDM is used to overcome the problem of channel dispersion. OFDM is a multicarrier 

modulation scheme that has been used to divide the bandwidth into narrowband channels 

(flat-fading subcarriers), each will be memoryless again when the interval between the 

arrivals of the successive samples is much greater than the channel dispersion. OFDM is 

assumed to be an efficient multicarrier modulation model in canonical massive MIMO 

systems. One or multiple subcarriers could fit into the coherence bandwidth, which makes 
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the channels of the fitted subcarriers almost equal, and no further need of channel 

estimation to the adjacent subcarriers. Therefore, the coherence block in canonical massive 

MIMO includes flat fading subcarriers and time samples. Therefore, an OFDM symbol 

(seconds long) consists of [3] 

Ts =Tcp+Tu (1.17) 

Where a Tcp is a cyclic prefix (guard interval), and Tu is a useful part (could either be a pilot 

sample or data sample). On the other hand, each OFDM will occupy a bandwidth equal to 

[3] 

B0= BsNs (1.18) 

Where Bs represents the separation between the successive subcarriers in hertz and is equal 

to 1/Tu, and Ns is the number of subcarriers. The transmission of signals entails sending 

several OFDM together which is called a slot. Hence, one slot duration is defined by [10] 

Tslot= Ts Nslot   (1.19) 

Where Nslot denotes the number of OFDM symbols. Tslot should be less than or equal to the 

coherence time to have time-invariant channels over a slot duration. In similar analogy, 

coherence bandwidth will equal to [10] 

Bc= Bs Nsmooth  (1.20) 

Where Nsmooth represents the number of subcarriers that fits into one coherence bandwidth. 

When Tslot equals to the coherence time, then the coherence interval (measured in samples) 
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Tc Bc=Tslot Bc    = (Ts Nslot) (Bs Nsmooth)  (1.21) 

Hence, the fraction of the coherence interval that is related to transmit a useful data 

(excluding Tcp) equals to [3], [10] 

Nsmooth Ns=TcBc  /(TsBs)  =(Tu/Ts) TcBc   (1.22) 

With assumptions that the channel delay spread is equal to guard interval (Tcp), and the 

coherence time equals the Tslot; Figure 1.1 illustrates the coherence interval in the context 

of OFDM symbols, where in Figure 1.1, Tu could be a pilot, an uplink data or a downlink 

data. 

 

Figure 1.1: Time-frequency domain for coherence interval in the context of OFDM symbols. 
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1.3.3 Modeling Uplink Massive MIMO System 

In this section, we will assume there are L cells in the network; each has one BS with M 

antennas, and each BS serves single antenna K users simultaneously (SDMA). We also 

assume synchronous TDD transmission (all UEs send signals to their BSs simultaneously). 

During the transmission of an uplink symbol, the received signal 𝑦𝑙 ∈ CM at the BS in the 

lth cell is modeled as [11], [4] 

𝑦𝑙 = ∑  𝐿
�̇�=1 ∑  𝑘

𝑘=1 𝐡𝑗𝑘
𝑙  √𝑝𝑗𝑘   𝑥𝑗𝑘 + 𝐧𝑙 (1.23) 

     = ∑  𝑘
𝑘=1 𝐡𝑙𝑘

𝑙  √𝑝𝑙𝑘  𝑥𝑙𝑘
 +   ∑ ∑  𝑘

𝑖=1
𝐿
𝑗=1
𝑗≠𝑙

𝐡𝑗𝑖

𝑙   √𝑝𝑗𝑖   𝑥𝑗𝑖  +  𝐧𝑙  

where h𝑗𝑘
𝑙 ∈ CM denotes the channel response between the k-th user in cell j and the BS in 

the lth cell, and it is modeled as an ergodic random variable that takes new independent 

realization in every coherence interval. For NLoS propagation, 𝐡𝑗𝑘
𝑙 ~CN(0M, 𝛽𝑗𝑘

𝑙 IM) where 

𝛽𝑗𝑘
𝑙  represents the large scale fading (can computed as shown before). Since the cellular 

network works on TDD mode, h is the same for uplink and downlink. However, 𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙  will 

be used for the uplink, while (𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙 )

𝐻
 will be used for the downlink channel. xjk  ∈ C denotes 

the uplink symbol from the kth UE in cell j, and it is normalized such that E{|x|2} =1, when 

x is random (data signal), and 𝑝𝑗𝑘is the transmission power of the kth UE in cell j.  

The first term in the second line of equation (1.23) is the desired signals from the users in 

the cell l to the BS in the same cell. The second term is the interference signals from all 

other users in other cells to the BS in cell l (EM signals spread out). The last term is the 
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receiver noise 𝐧𝑙 ∈ CM that is additive white noise and it is modeled as circularly 

symmetric complex Gaussian with zero mean and σ2 variance such as 𝐧𝑙 ~CN(0M,σ2 IM) 

that takes new realization in each transmission. 

1.3.4 Transmitting Pilot Signals in Uplink Massive MIMO 

As noted in section 1.3, acquiring channel estimation at the BS is essential to detect the 

signals from its UEs. Moreover, pilots in TDD massive MIMO could be sent in one 

direction for channel estimation, and that direction is the uplink (since the number of users 

is typically less than the number of antennas in massive MIMO systems). Hence, K UEs 

(each with a single antenna) will transmit K pilots (a pilot for each transmitting antenna) to 

their serving BS to estimate their channels in each coherence interval as illustrated in 

Figure 1.1.  

Pilots signals denoted by 𝝓𝑙𝑘 ∈ 𝐶𝜏𝑢𝑙,𝑝  are mutually orthogonal, and designed such that 

(𝝓𝑙𝑘)
H  𝝓𝑙𝑘

 = τul,p. Hence, for τul,p-dimensional vector, there is a set of at most τul,p mutual 

orthogonal sequences. Therefore, to assign mutual orthogonal unique pilot to all the users 

in the network, the length of pilot sequence should occupy at least KL samples (assuming 

the same number of users in each cell) of the coherence interval which could violate the 

rule of thumb that τul,p < τc/2  [12], [4] for an efficient transmission or even exceed τc. 

Therefore, (typically) the set of mutual orthogonal pilots are reused in each cell, and a 

unique pilot is assigned to each user in a cell to eliminate of the intra-cell interference 

where the kth UE in each cell is assigned the kth pilot 𝝓𝑘  (random pilot assignment). 
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Therefore, replacing the x symbol by a pilot signal in equation (1.23) to express the 

receiving pilot signal at lth BS, the received pilot signal 𝐘𝑙
𝑝
 is [4] 

𝐘𝑙
𝑝
=∑  𝐾

𝑘=1  √𝑝𝑙𝑘𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙 𝜙𝑘

𝑇+ ∑  𝐿
𝑗=1
𝑗≠𝑙

∑  𝐾
𝑖=1  √𝑝𝑗𝑖𝐡𝑗𝑖

𝑙 𝜙𝑖
𝑇+𝐍𝑙

𝑝
        (1.24) 

Where 𝐘𝑙
𝑝

 ∈ 𝐶𝑀×𝜏𝑢𝑙,𝑝, 𝐍𝑙
𝑝

 ∈ 𝐶𝑀×𝜏𝑢𝑙,𝑝 is the receiver noise with i.i.d elements distributed as 

CN(0, σ2). The pilots’ assignment is done when a UE is connected to a BS. The lth BS 

should know which pilot belongs to a specific UE to correlate it with the received pilot 

signal to use it to estimate the channel between them. For instance, to estimate the channel 

𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙 , which is the channel between kth UE in the lth cell and lth BS (channel estimation 

explained in detail in the next section), the BS l, first, correlates (multiplies) the received 

pilot signal 𝐘𝑙
𝑝

 with pilot vector 𝝓𝑙𝑘
𝑇  that was assigned to kth UE in the lth cell to obtain the 

following processed received pilot signal [3], [13] 

𝐲𝑙𝑙𝑘
𝑝

=𝐘𝑙
𝑝

𝝓𝑙𝑘
∗   (1.25) 

       = √𝑝𝑙𝑘𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙 𝝓𝑘  

𝑇 𝝓𝑘 
∗ + ∑  𝑘

𝑖=1
𝑖≠𝑘

 √𝑝𝑙𝑖𝐡𝑙𝑖
𝑙 𝝓𝑖

𝑇𝝓𝑘 
∗ +∑  𝐿

𝑗=1
𝑗≠𝑙

∑  𝑘
𝑖=1 √𝑝𝑗𝑖𝐡𝑗𝑖

𝑙 𝝓𝑖
𝑇  𝝓𝑙𝑘

∗ +𝐍𝑙
𝑝
 𝝓𝑘

∗    

       = √𝑝𝑙𝑘𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙  τul,p  +  ∑  𝐿

𝑗=1
𝑗≠𝑙

√𝑝𝑗𝑘𝐡𝑗𝑘  
𝑙 τul,p  + 𝐍𝑙

𝑝
 𝝓𝑘

∗   

𝐲𝑙𝑙𝑘
𝑝

∈ CM. The second term in the second line of equation (1.25) disappeared because 

𝝓𝑖
𝑇𝝓𝑘

∗  =0 (due to orthogonality). Hence, interference from the users of the same cell (intra-

cell interference) vanishes due to pilots’ sequences. However, in the third line of the 

equation (1.25), we can see that the UEs that belong to other cells that have the same pilot 
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sequence as the particular UE (in this case the kth UE) will cause inter-cell interference 

which will later contaminate the channel estimation, and that is called pilots contamination.  

Pilots contamination could only vanish when each user in every cell has a unique pilot 

sequence, which, due to pilots’ orthogonality and coherence interval length, could not be 

achieved in practice. 

1.3.5 Linear Minimum Mean Square Error (LMMSE) Channel 

Estimation 

After BS l received 𝐘𝑙
𝑝

 and process it to get 𝐲𝑙𝑙𝑘
𝑝

 as in equation (1.25), the process of getting 

channel estimation �̂�𝑙𝑘
𝑙  of the channel 𝐡𝑙𝑘

𝑙  begins. Since we are assuming the worst 

propagation scenario, where there is no line of sight and the environment is richly 

scattered, modeling the channel 𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙  as uncorrelated Rayleigh fading is valid assumption, 

and we can use Bayesian estimator. Hence, we can use MMSE (h is Gaussian) since we 

have the prior distribution of the channels. The goal of MMSE is to minimize the 

estimation error by minimizing the mean square error E{||𝐡𝑙𝑘 
𝑙 − �̂�𝑙𝑘

𝑙 ||2 }. Therefore, using 

MMSE, the channel estimation is given by [2]-[4] 

�̂�𝑙𝑘
𝑙 =E{𝐡𝑙𝑘

𝑙 |𝐲𝑙𝑙𝑘
𝑝

}   (1.26) 

we will consider taking one element of the vector 𝐲𝑙𝑙𝑘
𝑝

 (corresponding to receiving the 

signal at one antenna since each antenna has different realization of h), and applying the 

formula for LMMSE estimator (LMMSE estimator is identical in form to MMSE estimator 

for Gaussian [14]) [2],[3] 
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ℎ̂𝑙𝑘
𝑙

,m =E{ℎ𝑙𝑘,𝑚 
𝑙 }+

Cov{ℎ𝑙𝑘,𝑚 
𝑙  ,𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚

𝑝
 }

Var{𝑦
𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚
𝑝

}
 (𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚

𝑝
− E{𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚

𝑝
}) (1.27) 

Since we are assuming Var{ℎ𝑙𝑘,𝑚 
𝑙 }= 𝛽𝑙𝑘,𝑚 

𝑙  ,and E{ℎ𝑙𝑘,𝑚 
𝑙 }=0; hence, E{𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚

𝑝
}=0. We also 

assumed that h realizations are i.i.d and are uncorrelated with noise,  

Var(𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚 
𝑝

)=E(𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚 
𝑝

− E{𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚
𝑝

})2 = E{(𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚 
𝑝

)2 } (1.28) 

                    =∑  𝐿
𝑗=1 𝑝𝑗𝑘𝛽𝑗𝑘  

𝑙  τul,p 
2   +  τul,p σ2          

Cov{ℎ𝑙𝑘,𝑚 
𝑙  , 𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚

𝑝
}=E{(ℎ𝑙𝑘,𝑚 

𝑙 − E(ℎ𝑙𝑘,𝑚 
𝑙 ))( 𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚

𝑝
− E(𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚

𝑝
))H} (1.29) 

                                =E{ℎ𝑙𝑘,𝑚 
𝑙  𝑦𝑙𝑙𝑘,𝑚

𝑝
}=  √𝑝𝑙𝑘𝛽𝑙𝑘  

𝑙 τul,p  

Since h realizations are mutually independent and are also independent from the noise, the 

last term in equation (1.29) was derived from taking the mean of the square of the intended 

user channel. 

Therefore, substituting equations (1.28) and (1.29) on equation (1.27), and since β (large 

scale component between a specific user and the BS) is the same for all the antennas, the 

LMMSE estimate of the channel is 

�̂�𝑙𝑘
𝑙

  = 
√𝑝𝑙𝑘𝛽𝑙𝑘  

𝑙  

∑  𝑝𝑗𝑘

𝐿

𝑗=1 𝛽𝑗𝑘  
𝑙 τul,p+σ2  

 (𝐲𝑙𝑙𝑘
𝑝

) (1.30) 

E{�̂�𝑙𝑘,𝑚
𝑙 }=0; hence its variance is 
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Var (�̂�𝑙𝑘,𝑚
𝑙 )= (

√𝑝𝑙𝑘𝛽𝑙𝑘  
𝑙  

∑  𝐿
𝑗=1  𝑝𝑗𝑘𝛽𝑗𝑘  

𝑙  τul,p   +σ2   
 )2  ( ∑   𝐿

𝑗=1 𝑝𝑗𝑘𝛽𝑗𝑘  
𝑙 τul,p

2   +  τul,p σ2  )     (1.31) 

                        =
τp 𝑝𝑙𝑘 (𝛽𝑙𝑘  

𝑙 )2

∑    𝐿
𝑗=1  𝑝𝑗𝑘𝛽𝑗𝑘  

𝑙  τul,p   +σ2
  

Taking the mean square error (MSE) of the channel estimation E{| ℎ𝑙𝑘  
𝑙 −   ℎ̂𝑙𝑘

𝑙 |2} is [2] 

MSE=Var (𝐡𝑙𝑘,𝑚  
𝑙 )- Var (�̂�𝑙𝑘,𝑚

𝑙 )  (1.32) 

where the LMMSE channel estimate and its error are uncorrelated [2], [3]. 

Therefore equation (1.31) clearly states that the addition of more antenna will not enhance 

the channel estimation quality per channel coefficient as the estimation error variance is 

independent of M [2], and the channel estimation error depends on the users on other cells 

that have the same pilot as the intended user.  

1.3.6 Uplink with Linear Receive Combining in Massive MIMO 

The BS in cell l utilizes the channel estimated using pilots to detect the transmitted upload 

data from the kth user in the same cell. Therefore, it will correlate the received signal in 

equation (1.23) with a combining vector (detection vector) as the following  

(vl,k)H
  yl=∑  𝐾

𝑘=1 𝐯𝑙𝑘
𝐻 𝐡𝑙𝑘

𝑙  √𝑝𝑙𝑘  𝑥𝑙𝑘 +   ∑  𝐿
𝑗=1
𝑗≠𝑙

∑  𝑘
𝑖=1 𝐯𝑙𝑘

𝐻 𝐡𝑗𝑖

𝑙   √𝑝𝑗𝑖  𝑥𝑗𝑖 +  𝐯𝑙𝑘
𝐻 𝐧𝑙  (1.33) 

Where v∈CM. This correlation will produce one scalar channel per the BS UE and will 

amplifying the intended signal and/or suppressing the interfering ones [9]. 
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When v =�̂�𝑙𝑘
𝑙 , v will amplify the desired signal by utilizing the M observations from the 

receiver antennas which will maximize E{
𝐯𝑙𝑘

𝐻 𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙

𝐯𝑙𝑘
𝐻  𝐯𝑙𝑘

}. Hence, this combining strategy is called 

maximum ratio combining (MRC). 

In addition, the purpose of the detection is to make the detected signal which we denote by 

�̃�𝑙,𝑘 equal to the signal 𝑥𝑙𝑘 (at least up to a scaling factor [2]). Hence, assuming  is a set of 

a discrete constellation where the signal 𝑥𝑙𝑘is originated, then, �̃�𝑙,𝑘 is selected based on 

𝐯𝒍𝑘
𝐻 𝑦𝑙

  that minimizes the distance over 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 

�̃�𝑙,𝑘 =min
𝑥∈𝑋

|𝐯𝑙𝑘
𝐻 𝐲𝑙

   −  𝐯𝑙𝑘
𝐻 �̂�𝑙𝑘

𝑙 √𝑝𝑙𝑘 𝑥|2 (1.34) 

1.3.7 Uplink Spectral Efficiency 

The channel coding is applied over long block of data in modern communication systems 

[2]. Hence, ergodic channel capacity is the metric to measure the performance of the 

systems. Since as noted earlier in SISO system, it is hard to compute the exact channel 

capacity for NLoS, a lower bound of the ergodic channel capacity for the uplink has been 

driven in Massive MIMO literature [2]-[4], [12] and is given by the following equation 

SE𝑙𝑘
UL=yUL(1- 

𝜏𝑝

𝜏𝑐
)log2(1+SINR𝑙𝑘

UL) (1.35) 

Where SE𝑙𝑘
UL is measured in bit/sec/Hz is the achievable SE for the kth user in cell l, yUL is 

the fraction of uplink payload symbols transmitted per coherence interval. The factor (1-

 
𝜏𝑝

𝜏𝑐
) is the net uplink transmitted payload symbols (without pilot symbols) per coherence 
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interval. The signal to interference and noise ratio (SINRl𝑘
UL) for the kth UE in cell l is 

calculated as following (assuming MRC) [2], [4],[12]  

SINR𝑙k
UL=

𝑝𝑙𝑘 | E { (�̂�lk
l )

𝐻
 𝐡𝒍𝒌

𝒍   } |2

∑ ∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑖 
𝐾
𝑖=1

𝐿
𝑗=1  | E{ |(�̂�𝐥𝑘

𝑙 )
𝐻

 𝐡𝑗𝑖
𝒍   |2 }−   𝑝𝑙𝑘 | 𝐸 { (�̂�𝑙𝑘

𝑙 )
𝐻

𝒉𝒍𝑘
𝒍   }|2+𝜎2  𝐸{‖�̂�𝑙𝑘

𝐥 ‖
2

}   
 (1.36) 

(�̂�lk
l )

𝐻
 is the receiver combining vector, and it equals to the estimated channel of the 

intended UE in MRC scheme. The 𝜎2 is the variance of the noise. The numerator 

represents the desired signal gain. The first term in the dominator represents the average 

gain from all the signals from all the users in all the cells. The second term is the same as 

the numerator, and it is subtracted. The last term represents the effective power of the 

noise. And the expectations in equation (1.36) are with respect to the small-scale fading. 

Finally, to calculate the SEUL for a given cell, we have to sum the achievable SE of each 

user which will reflect the multiplexing gain. Hence [15], [10], the sum of SE in cell l is 

SEl
UL=∑  𝐾

𝑘=1 SE𝑙𝑘
UL      (1.37) 

Where SEl
UL is measured in bit/sec/Hz/cell. 

1.3.8 Precoding and Spectral Efficiency for the Downlink 

For the sake of the completion of modeling massive MIMO system, we will model the 

transmission in the downlink. 
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Let sli ∈ C denotes the payload symbol that is normalized such that E{|sli |2}=1, and will be 

transmitted to the ith UE in the lth cell. After precoding, the transmitted signal to the K 

users in cell l will be 

xl=∑  𝐾
𝑖=1 √𝑝𝑙𝑖wli sli (1.38)  

Where xl ∈CM is the vector obtained after precoding, 𝑝𝑙𝑖 is the transmission power of the 

ith UE in cell l, and wli ∈ CM for i ={1, ..., K}are the precoding vectors that is responsible 

for the spatial directivity of the transmitted signal to the intended users. On the other hand, 

the kth UE in the lth cell will receive the signal ylk, where ylk ∈ C, and it equals to [2],[3] 

ylk=∑  𝐿
𝑗=1 (𝐡𝑙𝑘

𝑗
)H xj +nlk (1.39) 

where nlk is the noise at the receiver, and nlk ~ CN(0, 𝜎𝐷𝐿
2 ). 𝐡𝑙𝑘

𝑗
 is the same channel 

response as in the UL because, in TDD mode, the channels in the UL and DL are 

reciprocal during a coherence interval.  

Although there is no downlink pilots, massive MIMO system will not be affected like the 

ordinary MIMO systems for the users having only the statistics of CSI instead of the 

instantaneous CSI because the “effective preceded channels” will converge to their mean 

with very large number of antennas [2],[3],[9], and this property is called channel 

hardening. The lower bound of the ergodic rate on the kth UE in cell equals to  

SE𝑙𝑘
DL=yDL(1- 

𝜏𝑝

𝜏𝑐
)log2(1+SINRl𝑘

DL) (1.40) 
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Where yDL is the fraction of downlink payload symbols transmitted per coherence interval, 

and SINRlk
DL equals to  

SINRlk
DL=

𝑝𝑙𝑘 | E {  𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙 𝐻  𝐰𝒍𝑘  } |2

∑ ∑ 𝑝𝑗𝑖
𝐾
𝑖=1

𝐿
𝑗=1  E{ | 𝐡

𝑙𝑘
𝑗 𝐻

  𝐰𝑗𝑖  |2 }−   𝑝𝑙𝑘 | E {  𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙 𝐻 𝐰𝑙𝑘

𝑙  }|2+ 𝜎𝐷𝐿
2     

   (1.41) 

The numerator in SINR𝑙𝑘
DL like in the SINR𝑙𝑘

UL represent the desired signal gain, and the 

difference is only in the precoding vector which was a detection vector in SINRlk
UL. In 

addition, the transmitted power could be different in SINRlk
DL and SINRlk

UL. However, the 

first term in the dominator signals the difference between the SINR in the uplink and 

downlink. In the downlink, the indices are swapped between the processing vector and the 

channel vector [2]. The subsequent sections and chapters of the dissertation will consider 

only the achievable SElk
UL; hence, this is the last section regarding modeling and measuring 

the performance of massive MIMO downlink. 

1.3.9 Favorable Propagation and Channel Hardening 

As number of antennas increase, two interesting properties of multi-antenna channel will 

emerge: favorable propagation and channel hardening [16]. 

Two channel responses are in asymptotically favorable propagation when 

(𝐡1)𝐻(𝐡2)

√E{‖ℎ1‖2}E{‖ℎ2‖2}
→ 0 as M→ ∞.  (1.42) 
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Where the h1 vector is the channel response of user1, and h2 is the channel response vector 

of user2 and regardless whether the propagation environment provides LoS or NLoS 

(uncorrelated Rayleigh fading) [4]. 

Therefore, h1 directivity 
ℎ1

√𝐸{‖ℎ1‖2}
 and h2  

ℎ2

√𝐸{‖ℎ2‖2}
directivity becomes orthogonal as M 

goes to infinity. In both LoS and NLoS, MRC coherently combines the desired signal and 

non-coherently combines the interfering signals. Moreover, the difference in MRC’s effect 

in both propagations’ models is very small when the number of antennas increases since 

the channel fading impact becomes smaller with each addition of the number of antennas. 

Many antennas means the BS observes many independent fading realizations (spatial 

diversity) of the desired signal which highly unlikely to be simultaneously zero, and which 

could be added coherently. Therefore, spatial diversity reduces the effect of small-scale 

fading. Besides, large spatial diversity leads to channel hardening where the behavior of 

the channel becomes almost deterministic. 

In massive MIMO systems, asymptotic channel hardening occurs to channel h1 when [4] 

 
‖h1‖2

𝐸{‖h1‖2}
→ 1 as M →∞  (1.43) 

where h1~CN(0, βIM) in uncorrelated Rayleigh fading. It means as M increases, the gain of 

the M-dimensional channel norm squared will be close to its mean value, and this coincides 

with the law of large numbers. Hence, fading channels will behave as deterministic 

channels [4]. It is worth to note that channel hardening is provided for two LoS channels 

with the same azimuth angle while these channels will not have favorable propagation. 
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1.4 Problem Formulation 

In the previous sections, we have gone through the steps of acquiring CSI in the uplink 

using pilots. However, we have also learned from section 1.3.5 that the quality of the 

channel estimation between a particular UE and his serving BS depends on the inter-cell 

interferers who reuse the same pilot as the intended user (pilot contamination). Massive 

MIMO could significantly lessen the effect of small-scale fading and thermal noise through 

leveraging the large degree of freedom offered by a large number of antennas and using a 

receiver combining scheme to add the desired signals coherently. Unfortunately, it could 

not battle the effect of pilot contamination. On the other hand, pilots are predefined signals 

that are designed to be mutually orthogonal. Ideally, assigning a unique mutually 

orthogonal pilot to each user in the network will not cause a pilot contamination problem; 

however, the coherence interval (the interval where the estimated channel is approximately 

constant) limits the number of unique mutual orthogonal pilots that could be used in one 

coherence block.  

To illustrate, pilot sequence length equals τul,p since it is a vector of length τul,p. That means 

there is at most τul,p mutually orthogonal sequences. Besides, TDD is the operation mode 

for massive MIMO systems, and the coherence interval is divided between uplink pilots, 

data samples, and downlink data samples. Therefore, to make use of the channel estimation 

obtained by the pilots, there should be enough fraction of the coherence interval dedicated 

to the data transmission. Since the strongest interference is the intra-cell interference, it is 

preferable to assign the users in one cell unique pilots.  
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As a result, pilot sequence has two constraints; τul,p ≥ number of users in a cell, and τul,p < 

(half coherence interval). 

Therefore, the goal of the dissertation is to tackle the pilots’ contamination problem by 

formulating it as a discrete optimization problem where the goal is to find the best pilots’ 

assignment to the UEs in the network to greatly reduce the effect of pilot contamination for 

the users that suffer the most from the problem. Additionally, for efficient transmission, the 

number of unique pilots (pilots are overhead) should be minimized, and reusing the same 

set of pilots in every cell will reduce the pilots’ overhead, the case which will be the focus 

of the dissertation. Finally, we will regenerate a recent published related work that is 

considered a state-of-art in the massive MIMO literature to evaluate our work. 
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Chapter 2 

Literatures Survey and Related Works 

Many solutions have been proposed in the literature to mitigate the effect of pilot 

contamination in massive MIMO systems. In this chapter, we have roughly classified these 

solutions into two categories. In the first category (which is the main focus of this chapter), 

we have considered various algorithms to allocate pilots (with conventional pilot design) to 

the UEs to send them to their serving BSs for channel estimation and the alternatives pilots 

designs. And for the completion, we cited few works about the data aid channel estimation, 

which we have classified them under the second category.  

2.1 Pilot Allocation Schemes and Designs 

2.1.1 Finding the Optimal Pilot Reuse Factor  

In massive MIMO literature, several works have proposed dividing the pilots into groups 

where each subset of pilots are shared within a cluster of cells instead of reusing the set of 

pilots by all the cells (universal pilot reuse) which will result in reducing the inter-cell 

interference during pilot transmission [3], and enhance the channel estimation quality with 

the use of random pilot allocation scheme. Denoting f as a pilot reuse factor, and 𝜏𝑝 is the 

length of the pilot sequence, then, there are 𝜏𝑝 /f pilots in each pilots’ group [2]. However, 

during the data transmission, all the cells send the data since the network operates on 

universal frequency reuse. When the network topology is hexagonal, then every cell is 

surrounded by 6 cells, and it has shown in [17] that the values of the pilot reuse factor that 

give symmetric reuse patterns are f ∈ {1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, ...} [12]. However, the pilot 
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reuse factor that is greater than 4 will be inefficient when the BS severs a large number of 

UEs, especially when the UEs have high mobility which makes the number of samples in 

the coherence block is small due to high mobility of the UEs [3].  

On the other hand, finding the pilot reuse pattern for asymmetric networks is non-trivial 

problem and the works in [18], [15] have approached it using a collational game theory 

where each BS has unique pilots that will share with other BSs to form a collation to reuse 

these pilots to increase the number of UEs that each can serve which will also add inter-cell 

interference during pilot transmission. However, the work in [19] has obtained the optimal 

pilot reuse factor by analytically deriving the uplink SINR distribution using the stochastic 

geometry and introducing the guard region model to analyze pilot contamination problem 

in the uplink massive MIMO system. However, the shadow fading effect has not been 

considered in [19].  

2.1.2 Pilot Allocation Schemes with Conventional Pilot Design  

The conventional pilot design is the pilots that have been described in section 1.2.8 in 

chapter one. The works in [13], and [20]-[24] have considered the case when the number of 

UEs in each cell is the same, and the number of unique mutual-orthogonal pilots’ 

sequences is equal to the number of UEs in each cell. In addition, it is designed for non-

line of sight (NLoS) propagation environment with Rayleigh uncorrelated fading channels 

assumption. Moreover, these schemes have exploited the large-scale fading coefficients of 

the fading channel to measure the inter-cell interference for the optimization decision to 

allocate pilots to the UEs. It is also has been assumed the transmission is synchronized. In 

[20], the authors have proposed a graph coloring-based algorithm (GC-PA) that constructs 
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an interference graph where the UEs with high potential inter-cell interference (ICI) are 

connected in it. Then, the algorithm assigns the UE with largest number of strong inter-cell 

interferes (in the adjacent cells) a pilot that has been reused the least time among its 

connections. However, strong interference is decided by iteratively searching for a 

threshold which is a step that precedes the work of the algorithm and makes the algorithm 

computationally complex. On the other hand, [21] has proposed a greedy tabu search 

algorithm. However, GTS has exponential complexity which makes it impractical. 

Although the same authors have also proposed another tabu search-based algorithm based 

on the work in [25], its performance is below GST, but it has polynomial complexity. The 

goal of algorithms in [20], [21] is to maximize the system sum rate (bits/s/Hz). On the 

other hand, [22] has leveraged a deep multilayer perceptron system for handling the pilot 

allocation, where the input features are the UEs’ locations, and the output labels are the 

pilot assignments. The training data is the UEs’ locations and the optimal pilot assignment 

obtained through the exhaustive search. However, the size of the output label is factorial 

with respect to the number of users in a cell which makes the scheme unpractical. In [13] 

and [23], the authors have proposed a greedy pilot assignment scheme to improve the 

minimum SINR in the network where cells are sequentially assigning pilots. In [13], each 

cell solves its pilot assignment problem individually by assigning the UE with least 

channel quality a pilot sequence that causes the least interference, and the procedure 

repeated for the rest UEs in this cell. Then the next cell will apply the same procedure to its 

UEs, and so on for the rest of the cells. Then, the scheme can be applied iteratively to 

enhance the minimum SINR in the system. On the other hand, in [23], the first two cells 

solve their pilot allocation problem. Then, the third cell will assign pilots to its UEs with 
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consideration of the cells that have already assigned pilots to their UEs (these cells are 

considered as one cell), and the next cell will repeat the same procedure until all the cells 

allocate pilots to their UEs. Therefore, both [13], [23] have ignored the priority of cells to 

assign pilots. In [24] the target cell’s UEs are assigned pilots where the UE with least 

squared direct gain is assigned the first pilot, the UE with next least squared direct gain is 

assigned the second pilot and so on for the rest UEs in the target cell. Then, in each other 

cell, the UEs are assigned pilot sequence according to the squared values of their cross gain 

to this target cell (The UE with least squared cross gain will be assigned the first pilot and 

so on). Therefore, [24] only account for the target cell while improving the data rate for 

other cells is not guaranteed. However, the algorithm proposed by [26] aims to identify the 

set of UEs that are spatially well-separated to reuse the identical pilot sequences by 

exploiting the estimation mean square error and the desired channel at a BS, and the 

covariance matrix of the desired channel. However, after assigning few UEs, the possibility 

of finding spatially separated UEs gradually vanishes, and the mean square error 

performance of the algorithm severely degrades. On the other hand, the work in [27] has 

considered the outdoor propagation where the power azimuth spread (PAS) has been 

modeled by a truncated Laplacian distribution. In addition, the proposed algorithm in [27] 

has presented a metric to measure the spatial orthogonality of two UEs (using the channel 

covariance information) in different cells and use the metric in the proposed greedy 

algorithm. The mean degree of the spatial orthogonality is calculated for all the possible 

pilots’ group (UEs share the same pilot) and the groups with a minimum mean degree of 

spatial orthogonality is chosen, and thus, the proposed approach has exponential 

complexity. On the other hand, [28] has considered Rician fading and proposed an 
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algorithm that exploits the line of sight (LoS) interference behavior among the UEs (it 

requires the knowledge of large-scale fading coefficients, AOAs and K-factors). Also, the 

work is applicable when the number of UEs in a cell is greater than the number of unique 

pilots, although it is assumed the same number of UEs in each cell. The idea behind the 

scheme is to divide each cell into tires where each tier other than the last tier will have l 

UEs where l is the length of the pilot sequences, and the last tier can have less than l UEs. 

The tier that is closest to the center cell is one, and the second is the farther and so on. In 

the center cell, each UE in tier1 will be assigned the unique mutual orthogonal pilot. But 

since pilots will be reused in the same cell, the LoS interference between each UE in the 

second tier and UEs in the first tier will decide the pilot assignment for a UE (it will have 

the pilot with least LoS interference). For the rest of the tiers also the average LoS 

interference that is caused by the UEs that share a certain pilot in the previous tiers with 

UE that will be assigned pilot is calculated (will have the pilot with least average LoS 

interference). The same procedure is repeated for all UEs in that tier, and so on for the rest 

of the tiers. And the same procedure is applied to the neighboring cells, while for the next 

target cell, LoS interference between a tier in the target cell and the rest of the tiers in other 

cells that have already assigned pilots will be calculated and then the average of LoS 

interference will be calculated for assignment decision. Obviously, the last procedure is too 

complicated compared to the work in [29] where each cell is divided into sectors where the 

UEs in the same sector will share the same pilot where it depends on assigning UEs with 

different AOA the same pilot. The work in [30] has differentiated between the UEs at the 

cell center and the UEs at the edge with a user grouping threshold computed from the mean 

of the large-scale coefficients of the channels of the UEs in a certain cell multiplied by a 
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factor that is adjusted for optimal performance. Therefore, the pilots used by the UEs at the 

center are reused in every cell while the orthogonal pilot subgroups are allocated to the 

edge UEs. Also, the work in adaptive pilot allocation (APA) algorithm [31] allocates 

mutual orthogonal pilots to UEs that cause high inter-cell interferences while the other UEs 

can reuse pilots across the cells. However, the criterion to differentiate between the UEs is 

defined by calculating the sum of the large-scale fading coefficients from a UE in a cell to 

all the BSs of the other cells. Then, the grouping of UEs as high or low inter-cell interferers 

is decided by comparing the computed sum for a UE with the average computed sum for 

all the UEs in the system multiplied by a factor that is like [30] is adjusted for optimal 

results. Hence, in [30], and [31] the number of the required mutual orthogonal pilots 

usually greater than the maximum number of UEs in a cell. On the other hand, the work in 

[32] has divided the cell into three regions instead of two where the outer region has been 

divided into secure-edge and hazard-edge regions. Also, pilots can be reused across the 

secured edge region using pilot allocation algorithm where the work aims to increase the 

sum rate compared to algorithms that do not allow the reuse of pilots in the whole outer 

region. However, like the works [13], [20], [24], large scale fading characteristics were 

exploited.  

2.1.3 Other Pilot Designs 

While the previous considered works in this chapter have assumed equal pilot power for 

each UE, the work [33] has not, and it optimizes the pilot allocation and the pilot transmit 

powers. And [34] extends the idea by also optimizing the transmitted data power. On the 

other hand, the authors in [35] have designed a pilot with an arbitrary length obtained by an 
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iterative algorithm based on alternating minimization. Therefore, [35] is different from the 

other methods that use a pilot reuse factor that is an integer multiplied by the number of 

UEs. The goal of the [35] is to enhance the spectral efficiency per cell. However, adding a 

few more pilots above the maximum number of UEs in a cell (increase the burden of 

pilots) could result in the same performance as the random pilot assignment or just 

marginal improvement. Also, instead of the synchronous transmission where all the UEs 

send pilots at the same time, the work in [36] has proposed time-shift in pilot transmission 

by the cells to avoid the transmission overlapping of non-orthogonal pilots from the 

adjacent cells. But the interference now is from the downlink signal where the downlink 

data transmission power is typically higher than the uplink pilot transmission power. 

Another pilot design is the superimposed pilots which means superimposing the pilot 

signals on the data signals [37] which makes the coherence block samples that are devoted 

to the uplink transmission (samples for pilot and data transmission) are all available to send 

pilots (longer pilot sequences means more pilots). However, this also causes interference 

between the pilot and data transmission, and [37] emphasizes the importance of power 

control using the superimposed pilots. 

2.2 Data Aided Channel Estimation 

Using the UL data sequences to estimate the channels with the aid of pilot sequence have 

been proposed in [38] which is called semi-blind channel estimation where neither cell 

cooperation is needed nor the statically information of the channel. First, the method 

sequentially estimates the uplink data from the UEs in the target cell and uses all the 

demodulated data to estimate the channels. Then, for each UE, a constrained minimization 
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problem has been formulated, which is solved by a proposed iterative algorithm. Then, 

after obtaining the optimal solution, the method used it to extract the desired data source. 

Also, the method uses pilots to remove ambiguity from the extracted source. Then, the 

estimate of the UE data can be obtained. Hence, the approach is computationally complex. 

On the other hand, the work in [39] has blindly estimated the channel from the received 

data using the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) approach where it utilizes the asymptotic 

orthogonality of the channel vector. Hence, the channel to each UE can be estimated using 

the covariance matrix of the received data signals. However, it still requires pilots to 

remove some ambiguity that results using this method. 
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Chapter 3 

A Proposed Search Algorithm to Allocate Pilots  

In this chapter, we propose a low computational complexity algorithm to optimize the 

pilots’ assignment to the UEs in the system. Like the related works [13], and [20]-[24], we 

exploit the large-scale characteristics of the fading channels. Therefore, the proposed 

algorithm utilizes the differences in large-scale fading coefficients to reduce the effect of 

the inter-cell interference that results from assigning the same pilot sequence to multiple 

users during the uplink pilot allocation phase. The chapter begins with the description of a 

system model that considers non-line-of sight propagation environment (massive MIMO 

technology provides good service even in NLoS propagation environment) in the 

asymptotic antenna regime. Then, the theoretical upper bound obtained by the exhaustive 

search is presented, and a comparison between the results obtained using the conventional 

method, the conventional method with the open power control scheme, and the exhaustive 

search is also shown to emphasize the importance of designing pilot allocation scheme. 

Finally, a detailed description of the proposed algorithm and its performance evaluation in 

the asymptotic antenna regime is given. Since the exhaustive search is only applicable to a 

small system, recent published related work is regenerated to compare the proposed 

algorithm’s performance in a large search space. Also, for the large system setting, the 

performance of the proposed algorithm will be compared with the conventional method 

with universal pilot reuse using the asymptotic uplink SIR and the achievable capacity 

equations as metrics.  
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3.1 System Model 

We consider a cellular network of hexagonal topology that operates in TDD transmission 

protocol (the typical transmission protocol in massive MIMO systems). Each cell has one 

BS that is located at the center, and it is deployed with M antennas, and the BS servers K-

single antenna UEs. The channel propagation vector between the k-th UE in the i-th cell 

and the l-th BS is denoted by 𝐡𝑖𝑘
𝑙 = 𝐠𝑖𝑘

𝑙 √𝛽𝑖𝑘
𝑙  . And 𝐠𝑖𝑘

𝑙  ~ CN(0, IM) denotes the small-scale 

fading vector, where 𝛽𝑖𝑘
𝑙  denotes the large-scale fading coefficient which consists of 

geometric and shadow fading, and it changes slowly and is calculated in this chapter and 

chapter4 as 𝛽𝑖𝑘
𝑙 = 𝑧𝑖𝑘

𝑙  / (𝑟𝑖𝑘
𝑙 )

𝛼
where 𝑧𝑖𝑘

𝑙  denotes the shadow fading and 𝑟𝑖𝑘
𝑙  denotes the 

distance between the k-th UE in cell i and BS in cell l in meters. 

During the pilot transmission phase, as stated in chapter 1 section 1.3.4, to estimate the 

channel responses between a BS and its intended UEs, a unique pilot sequence (pilots are 

mutually orthogonal) is assigned to each UE of the same cell while the same set of pilots 

will be reused in every other cell in the network. Hence, using the least-square (LS) 

channel estimator, the estimated channel can be modeled as [10]: 

�̂�𝑖𝑘
𝑙 = 

1

 √𝑝𝑝
𝐘𝑙

𝑝
𝝓𝑘

𝐻 = ∑  𝐿
𝑖=1 𝐡𝑖𝑘

𝑙 +
1

 √𝑝𝑝 
𝐍𝑙

𝑝
𝝓𝑘

𝐻 ,   (3.1) 

where, 𝐘𝑙
𝑝

 ∈  ℂ𝑀×𝜏𝑝 is the received pilot signal at the l-th BS (calculated as in chapter 1), 

𝜏𝑝 denotes the length of the pilot sequence, 𝑝𝑝 is the power of the pilot signal, 𝝓𝑘 denotes 

the pilot sequence that is assigned to the k-th user in every cell (using random pilot 

assignment) and it is correlated with received pilot signal to estimate the channel for the k-
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th user in the l-th cell, and l = {1, ..., L}. We have assumed that the pilot sequences Φ = 

[𝝓1, 𝝓2,…, 𝝓𝐾]T ∈ ℂ𝐾×𝜏𝑝  where ΦH Φ =𝐈𝐾. And 𝐍𝑙
𝑝

∈  ℂ𝑀×𝜏𝑝 denotes the receiver noise 

that is (i.i.d.) Gaussian with zero-mean and σ2-variance while. Hence, the channel 

estimation quality for the k-th user in the l-th cell is degraded by the inter-cell interference 

caused by the users that use the same pilot sequence as the intended user (pilot 

contamination). Therefore, during the uplink data transmission, and using maximum ratio 

combining (MRC) at the l-th BS to detect the transmitted signal, the SINR of the k-th user 

in the l-th cell can be calculated as follows: 

𝑆𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑙𝑘
𝑈𝐿 =

|(𝐡𝑙𝑘
𝑙 )𝐻𝐡𝑙𝑘

𝑙 |2

𝛴𝑖≠𝑙 |(𝐡𝑖𝑘
𝑙 )𝐻𝐡𝑖𝑘

𝑙 |2+ |𝑣𝑙𝑘|2/𝜌𝑑
 , (3.2) 

where 𝑣𝑙𝑘is the uncorrelated noise and intra-cell interference. And 𝜌𝑑 denotes the power of 

the transmitted uplink data, and i= {1, ..., L}. As the number of antennas at the BS reaches 

infinity (M →∞), only the inter-cell interference that results from sharing the same pilot 

sequence by the k-th user in each cell remains, and equation (3.2) converges to below: 

𝑆𝐼𝑅𝑙𝑘
𝑈𝐿 =

(𝛽𝑙𝑘
𝑙 )2

𝛴𝑖≠𝑙 (𝛽𝑖𝑘
𝑙 )2

 , (3.3) 

where 𝑆𝐼𝑅𝑙𝑘
𝑈  denotes the effective uplink signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) for the kth UE in 

cell l. Also, 𝑆𝐼𝑅𝑙𝑘
𝑈  is a random quantity, and it only depends on the large-scale coefficients 

of the fading channels. Our goal is to maximize the minimum SIR in the network by 

optimizing the pilots’ allocation to the users during the uplink pilot transmission. Since the 

large-scale fading coefficients can be easily tracked (slow-fading) with low complexity and 
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the limit of the uplink SINR is given in equation (3.3), we use it as a metric to measure the 

performance of our proposed algorithm against the optimal solution in small systems and the 

state-of-the-art in the large one. The UL net capacity for the k-th UE in the cell l (bits/s) 

(considering the OFDM symbol interval) in the asymptotic antenna regime can be calculated 

as follows [10]: 

𝐶𝑙𝑘
𝑈𝑙=B ( 

𝑇𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡− 𝑇𝑝 

𝑇𝑠l𝑜𝑡
) (

𝑇𝑢

𝑇𝑠
) log2 (1+𝑆𝐼𝑅𝑙𝑘

𝑈𝐿), (3.4) 

where B denotes the total system bandwidth (in Hz), Tslot denotes the length of the slot, 𝑇𝑠 

denotes the OFDM symbol interval, 𝑇𝑢 denotes a useful symbol duration, and 𝑇𝑝 represents 

the length of time to transmit the pilot sequences where the times are in seconds. Hence, the 

net capacity per cell (bits/s/cell) which is denoted by 𝐶𝑙
𝑈𝑙 can be calculated as follows: 

𝐶𝑙
𝑈𝑙 = ∑  𝐾

𝑘=1 𝐶𝑙𝑘
𝑈𝑙. (3.5) 

Using the large-scale fading coefficients is justified because it is practical to obtain this 

information from the mobile cellular network such as in the long-term evolution (LTE) 

[20], [40]. E., g. in the LTE system, a UE chose the BS with the best channel condition 

depending on the measurement of the channel conditions of the BSs by capturing the cell 

specific broadcasting signals. Furthermore, the UE will continue tracking the channel 

conditions to the BSs to realize a handover among the different cells [20], [40]. 

On the other hand, the BSs in adjacent cells (in the LTE system) are connected to each 

other to exchange information through the X2 interface. And the coordinated BSs are 

connected through SI interface to a mobility management entity (MME) that has a 
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powerful computing capability. Therefore, the MME can collect the large-scale fading 

coefficients and apply the pilot allocation algorithm.  

3.2 Exhaustive Search Performance vs. Conventional 

Approach 

In this section, we aim to provide an insight of the gains for users that suffer the most from 

the pilot contamination problem by using the exhaustive search to assign the pilots 

optimally over the random assignment with the aim to maximize the minimum SIRs in the 

network to provide good service for every UE. Figure 3.1 shows the potential inter-cell 

interference between any two UEs in the system when they share the same pilot for a 

system with K=2 and L=3. Therefore, the pilot assignment problem is combinatorial and 

generally a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard), and the optimal solution is 

found by the exhaustive search. Hence, for a network with L cells and K active UEs in 

each, and when the number of unique pilots’ sequences is equal to K, assigning a unique 

pilot to each UE in a cell and the same set of pilots shared by every cell, then the 

exhaustive search pilot allocation (ESPA) is obtained by evaluating (K!)L-1 possible 

assignments. Therefore, the exhaustive search evaluates all the possible pilots’ assignments 

for the system and selects the best among them that quantify fairness for all the UEs. 

Although maximizing the achievable system sum rate has been considered in [20], the 

minimum SIR in the network is not guaranteed to increase with such a goal. 

On the other hand, the conventional method allocates the pilots to the users randomly, e.g., 

assigns the first pilot for the first user in each cell, second pilot to the second user in each 

cell, and so on. In this chapter and the next one, the network setting is a hexagonal cellular 
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network with following system parameters: cell radius=1600 m (SIR per UE, net 

throughput per UE and the number of UEs in each cell are independent of the cell size in 

the hexagonal network topology [10]). The BS is located at the center of each cell, and the 

minimum distance between a BS and it is serving UEs is 100m, α (path loss exponent) 

=3.8, and 𝜎𝑑𝐵
𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑 (the shadow fading of the standard deviation) = 8dB. UEs are uniformly 

distributed, and shadow fading is added such that each UE is served by the BS that has 

with the largest channel gain. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Potential inter-cell interference when two UEs share the same pilot for a network 

with L=3 and K=2. 

 

Using (3.3) to obtain the SIRs of the UEs, Figure 3.2 shows the cumulative distribution 

function (CDF) of the minimum, median and maximum UL SIR in a network that consists 
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of three hexagonal cells that each serves five UEs using the random pilot assignment 

(RPA) and the exhaustive search pilot allocation (ESPA).  

 

Figure 3.2: CDF of the minimum, median and, maximum UL SIR in a network with L=3 and 

K=5 using the random pilot assignment and the exhaustive search. 

 

It is obvious from Figure 3.2 that the exhaustive search pilot allocation (ESPA) greatly 

improves the SIR for the UE with minimum uplink SIR which highlight the importance of 

a pilot allocation scheme rather than using the trivial scheme that uses random pilot 

assignment (RPA). While the median and the maximum uplink SIRs is higher using RPA 

than ESPA, but the difference is trivial considering the increase in the SIR for the users 
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with the minimum SIR which is fairer and provides good service for each UE in the 

network. Figure 3.3 shows the CDF of the achievable rate per cell (bits/s/Hz/cell) using the 

RPA and ESPA schemes for the same network setting as in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.3: The CDF of the achievable uplink rate per cell (bit/s/Hz/cell) using RPA and ESPA 

schemes. 

 

Since we consider a small network because exhaustive search is one of the pilot allocation 

schemes, we computed the achievable rate per cell (bits/s/Hz/cell) in Figure 3.3 as follows 

[20]: 

Rl =∑  𝐾
𝑘=1 log2(1+SIRlk)  (3.6) 
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It is evident from Figure 3.3 that the difference in the CDF for the achievable rate per cell 

using RPA and ESPA is very little, while we have shown that the minimum SIR using 

RPA is much lower than that using ESPA.  

3.3 PCF with Exhaustive Search and Random Pilot 

Allocation 

In this section, we consider a simple power control scheme, which is the power control 

fraction (PCF). In PCF, the transmission power of the UE is selected such that the path loss 

with respect to the serving BS of the intended UE is either partially or fully compensated. 

For simplicity, we ignored the shadow fading effect in this section only. Hence, using PCF, 

the transmission power level of the k-th user in the l-th cell is given below [19]: 

plk=p (𝑟𝑙𝑘
𝑙 )

𝛼𝜖
 (3.7) 

where p could be 𝜌𝑑 or 𝜌𝑢, and p is constant (open loop power) and is assumed to be equal 

to 0dBm in this section, and 𝜖 is the PCF, where 0≤ 𝜖 ≤1. As in [41] and [42], for 

simplicity, there is no constraint on the maximum transmission power for the UE. 

Therefore, the SIR for the k-th UE in the l-th cell can be calculated as follows (without 

shadow fading effect) 

𝑆𝐼𝑅𝑙𝑘
𝑈𝐿(𝜖) =

(𝑟𝑙𝑘
𝑙 )

2𝛼(𝜖−1)

𝛴𝑖≠𝑙 (𝑟𝑖𝑘
𝑙 )

−2𝛼
 (𝑟𝑖𝑘

𝑖 )
2𝛼𝜖

  
 (3.8) 

Figure 3.4 shows the minimum uplink SIR in the network using RPA and ESPA schemes 

with PCF and the same setting as in Figure 3.3, but the shadow fading is not added. The 
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value of the minimum SIR is averaged over the realizations, and the SIRs are computed 

using equation (3.8) where the denominator represents the users that share the same pilot, 

and the specific value of 𝜖 is the same when calculating the SIRs. 

 

Figure 3.4: The average minimum uplink SIR [dB] using the random pilot allocation and the 

exhaustive search pilot allocation schemes with PCF (𝝐). 

 

As shown in Figure 3.4, although using PCF has increased the minimum uplink SIR when 

it is used with random pilot allocation (RPA), and the exhaustive search pilot allocation 

(ESPA) schemes, but still the ESPA has greatly increased the minimum uplink SIR even 

without using the PCF while RPA with PCF has slightly improved the minimum uplink 
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SIR in the network. Also, it is evident from Figure 3.4 that the value of ϵ plays an 

important rule on the resulted SIR, which makes the optimization of ϵ a necessity. Hence, 

Figure 3.5 shows the CDF of the minimum uplink SIR with ϵ is optimized where ϵ ∈ {0, 

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1} using the PCF. In each realization, the maximum 

value of the minimum uplink SIR is selected among the minimum SIR values obtained 

using PCF with different values of ϵ, while the selected value of ϵ is the same when 

computing the SIRs of the UEs using equation (3.8), and the network setting is the same as 

in Figure 3.5. 

 

Figure 3.5: The CDF of the minimum uplink SIR [dB] using RPA, RPA with PCF, ESPA, and 

ESPA with PCF. 
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Hence, Figure 3.5 shows that the exhaustive search pilot allocation with PCF is the best to 

enhance the minimum uplink SIR, i.e., the probabilities of the minimum UL SIR below 

15dB using RPA, RPA with PCF, ESPA and ESPA are roughly 90%, 80%, 19%, and 14%, 

respectively. Hence, both Figure 3.4, and Figure 3.5 focus on the importance of using a 

non-trivial pilot assignment scheme to mitigate the effect of pilot contamination problem to 

max-min SIR and SE. On the other hand, Figure 3.6 shows the average UL rate per cell 

(bit/s/Hz/cell) for the same network setting as in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 using the 

fractional power control with pilot allocation schemes. 

 

Figure 3.6: Average achievable rate per cell [bit/s/Hz/cell] using PCF with PRA, and ESPA. 
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It is clear from Figure 3.6 that the PCF does not enhance the average UL rate per cell, and 

the rate per cell using the exhaustive pilot allocation scheme without PCF (ϵ = 0) 

contributes to the highest achievable rate per cell, although the difference from that 

obtained from the random pilot allocation is marginal. Therefore, as the discussion in the 

previous section, the ESPA significantly improves the minimum uplink SIR while the 

achievable rate per cell is approximately the same using the RPA scheme for this small 

system.  

3.4 Proposed New Search Algorithm2 (NSA2) 

As we have seen in the previous sections, the pilot allocation scheme alleviates the pilot 

contamination problem. However, the exhaustive search is only feasible for small systems, 

and it is crucial to propose a pilot allocation scheme that is applicable and provides near-

optimal solution for massive MIMO system of any size. For this purpose, the rest of this 

chapter and the next chapter, we will propose different pilot allocation schemes. This 

chapter focuses on proposing a pilot allocation scheme that depends on the assumption of 

the availability of the large-scale fading coefficients, while the proposed algorithms in the 

next chapter are more general in term of the ability to learn the needed information for the 

optimization; hence, they are separated in another chapter (chapter 4). 

Many works on pilot allocation schemes [13], [23], and [24] do not consider the order of 

cell in allocating pilots to UEs in these cells. However, the first user in the first cell to be 

considered has the highest number of possible assignments which is (K!)L-1, while the 

second user in that cell will have fewer options, i.e., it will have ((K-1)!)L-1 [33], and the 
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next user will have even fewer options and so on. Therefore, the proposed algorithm will 

consider the priority of allocating pilots to the cells’ UEs rather than sequentially assigns 

the pilots [43]. Besides, in this section, we try to tackle the computational complexity that 

is related to the potential inter-cell interference between any two UEs (in different cells). 

Since two SIRs are resulted if two UEs share the same pilot as shown in Figure 3.1, then 

the minimum of these two SIRs is the value that we use to judge if two UEs could reuse the 

same pilot. Thus, the goal is to maximize the quantity ( 𝛽𝑙𝑘
𝑙 / 𝛽𝑗𝑡 

𝑙 )dB for any two UEs that 

use the same pilot sequence [43]. Therefore, we define the parameter b<i, s>, <j, t> that 

measures the worst potential SIR (dB) among the s-th UE in the cell i and the t-th UE in 

the cell j if they share the same pilot sequence, i.e.,  

b<i, s>,<j, t> =min((𝛽𝑖𝑠
𝑖 / 𝛽𝑗𝑡 

𝑖 )dB, (𝛽𝑗𝑡
𝑗

/ 𝛽𝑖𝑠 
𝑗

)dB) (3.9) 

where s= {1, ..., K}, and t= {1, ..., K}, while j= {1, ..., L}. Therefore, applying (3.9) to the 

large-scale fading coefficients, where (i≠ 𝑗), to calculate the b for every two UEs in the 

network except for UEs in the same cell (considering unique pilots to UEs in the same 

cell), generates L(L-1)/2 B matrices with the K×K dimensions as depicted in Figure 3.7. 

And we denote B<i, j> as the matrix that describes the minimum potential SIRs (dB) when 

two users in cell i and cell j use the same pilot sequence, and where each entry in this 

matrix is b<i, s>,<j, t> of the corresponding UEs. 

 

Figure 3.7: The matrices of the minimum potential SIRs of any two UEs in any two cells when 

they share the same pilot and each cell has the same number of UEs. 
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The proposed algorithm considers the order of the cells that are assigning pilots to their 

UEs and the priority of the UEs that to be assigned pilots in these cells. Hence, the Bs 

matrices are essential to the work of the algorithm. The algorithm begins by calculating the 

arithmetic mean of the b entries of each B matrix, which is denoted by µ as below: 

µ<i, j> = ∑  
𝐾2
𝑡=1 ∑  

𝐾1
𝑠=1

𝑏<𝑖,𝑠>,<𝑗,𝑡>

𝐾2 𝐾1
 (3.10) 

where each of 𝐾2 and 𝐾1 equals to K in the current assumption. Thus, the mean of each B 

matrix (µ) indicates the severity of the potential inter-cell interference between the UEs of 

the specific B matrix [43]. Hence, the algorithm gives the priority of the assignment to the 

cells that together have the least mean of the potential minimum SIRs when two users are 

assigned the same pilot. For example, if there are four cells in the system, then there are six 

B matrices; calculating the means of these matrices could result in assigning cell 1 and cell 

3 first if their B has the least mean among the six B matrices. Then, there is a priority in 

assigning the pilots to the UEs in the selected cells which depends on the mean of the b’s 

between any user in the selected cell and the users in the other cell. For example, the mean 

of the b’s between the s-th UE in cell i, and the UEs in cell j is given as below: 

µb<i, s> ,<j>= ∑  
𝐾2
𝑡=1

𝑏<𝑖,𝑠>,<𝑗,𝑡>

 𝐾2
 (3.11) 

which is the arithmetic mean of the s-th row of the B<i, j> matrix. Similarly, the mean of 

the b’s between the t-th UE in cell j and the UEs in cell i is represented by µb<j, t>, <i> which 

is also the mean of the s-th column of B<i, j>. And the user with least mean of these b’s (in 

any of these two selected cells) will be assigned a pilot, and it will have the priority of 
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choosing the UE in another cell to reuse the same pilot. Accordingly, it is reasonable for 

this UE to select the user that contributes to the least inter-cell interference. In other words, 

the UE selects the user from the other chosen cell that together has the highest b value. 

Subsequently, the assignment to the rest of the UEs in these cells will be carried on the 

same way, where the UE with the next least arithmetic mean of the b’s will be assigned a 

different pilot. Then, this specific UE will select a UE that share with it the largest b value 

among the remaining UEs of the other cell (UEs without pilots). And the process of the 

assignment will be carried on for the rest of the UEs in these two cells. Thus, the priority of 

the assignment could be given to any UE in these two selected cells.  

After assigning the pilots to these cells, there will be K groups of UEs where each group 

has two UEs. And these groups will be considered when assigning pilots to UEs in the 

remaining cells. Therefore, the next step is to consider the least mean of the remaining B’s. 

If it belongs to a new cell (still not assigned pilots), and one of the already assigned cells so 

the new cell will be considered for the assignment. Otherwise, the current B matrix will be 

postponed, and it will be reconsidered when one of its two cells is assigned pilots, and the 

next B matrix with next least mean will be considered with the same condition as above. 

On the other hand, for the new B matrix to be considered, and hence, for the new cell to be 

considered for the assignment, the set of the B matrices that relate the new cell with 

already assigned cells will all be considered. And the means of the rows and columns of 

these matrices will be calculated and sorted ascendingly for the priority of assignment. 

Hence, two cases will emerge [43]: 
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Case 1: The least mean (µb) belongs to a UE in the new cell. Then, the UE will choose a 

pilot where the group of UEs that share it will cause the least interference.  

Case 2: The least mean (µb) belongs to a UE in the already assigned cells. Then, this UE 

pilot group will select a UE from the new cell to allow the chosen UE to reuse the same 

pilot sequence that is assigned to them. 

For the postponed B matrices, in [43], the order of handling them depends on the order of 

the appearance of the B matrices that are related to them, which neglects their original 

order. Hence, saving the postponed matrices information and checking them as soon as a 

new cell UEs are assigned pilots will reserve the original order. For example, if the system 

consists of seven cells, and the ascending order of the first four means was µ<4,5>, µ<1, 7>, 

µ<1, 5>, µ<5, 6>, then the algorithm in [43] would consider cells 4, and 5 for pilot assignments, 

while it would postpone cells 1 and 7, and it would consider cell 1 and cell 6 next. 

However, in the second version (will be considered below), it would consider cells 1 and 7 

after cells 4 and 5. The detailed pseudocode of the proposed algorithm (which is based on 

our work in [43], and we abbreviated by NSA2) is given below: 

Algorithm 3.1: New Search Algorithm2 (NSA2) 

Input: K, L , 𝛽𝑖𝑘
𝑗

, j = {1, ..., L}, i = {1, ..., L}, k = {1, ..., K} 

Calculate b<i, s>,<j, t> to generate B<1, 2>, … , B<L-1, L> using (3.9), s={1, ..., K}, t={1, ..., K} 

Calculate µ<1, 2>, … , µ <L-1, L> using equation (3.10) 

Calculate µb<1, 1> ,<2>, … , µb<L-1, K> ,<L> using equation (3.11) 

Output: pilot assignment: P 
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− P = 0, Bfinished = ∅ , D= ∅, len = 0 

− Sort µ<1, 1>, … , µ <L-1, L> in ascending order. Then, store the indices of the cells of the 

sorted values in I matrix. 

−    for w =1: L(L-1)/2  

−       <i, j> = I(:,w) 

−     if Bfinished = ∅ 

−      Retrieve µb<i, 1> ,<j>, ..., µb<i, K> ,<j>,  and µb<j, 1> ,<i>, ..., µb<j, K> ,<i>  and sort them in    

      ascending order. Then, store the cell index and the UE index pair of the sorted 

    values in Browcol matrix.               

−        p =1 

−       for k =1:2K 

−           if Browcol (k) ≠ ∅    

−              <c, u> = Browcol (k) 

                        <d> = {<i, j>} \ {c} 

−              <t> =max{b<c, u>,<d, 1> ,… , b<c, u>,<d, K>} 

     % <t >is index of max{b<c, u>,<d, 1> ,… , b<c, u>,<d, K>} 

−              P<c, u> =p, P<d, t > =p 

−              Delete the columns in Browcol related to users that are assigned pilot and 

           assign -inf to entries of B<i, j> related to these users. 

−                p = p +1 

−              end if  

−          end for 
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−        bfinished = bfinished  ∪ {<i, j>}   

−   % bfinished is a vector that store the indices of the assigned cells 

−     else 

−            flag= 0 

−            if D≠ ∅  

−                count =1; 

−                while count<= len 

−                       <i2, j2> = D(: ,count);  assigned = bfinished ∩ {<i2, j2>} 

−                        %assigned is the index of the one of the assigned cells 

−                       if assigned≠ ∅  

−                           Delete the corresponding column in the D matrix i.e. the new matrix  

−                           D has less columns than the original one. 

−                           flag=1; 

−                          new = {<i2, j2>} \{assigned } 

−                           count=len 

−                           len=len-1; 

−                      else 

−                        count=count+1;          

−                       end if               

−                end while 

−            end if 

−            if flag = 0 
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−             assigned = bfinished ∩ {<i, j>} 

−                %assigned is the index of the one of the assigned cells 

−             if assigned= ∅ 

−                     len=len+1;                 %Add new column to the D matrix 

−                     D(:, len)= <i, j> 

−           end if 

−        else 

−                 <new> = {<i, j>} \{assigned }    

                          %new is the index of the new cell to be assigned 

−               a =length(bfinished) 

−                Retrieve (µb< bfinished (1), 1> ,<new>), ..., (µb< bfinished (1), K> ,<new>),  (µb<new, 1> ,<   

             bfinished(1)>), ..., (µb<new, K> ,< bfinished (1), >) , ..., (µb< bfinished (a), 1> ,<new>), ..., (µb<  

              bfinished(a), K> ,<new>),  (µb<new, 1> ,< bfinished (a)>), ..., (µb<new, K> ,< bfinished (a), >)  and   

             sort them in ascending order. Then, store the index of the cell and index of  

             the user pair of the sorted values in Browcol. 

−                for k =1: 2aK 

−        if Browcol (k) ≠ ∅ 

−                      <c, u> = Browcol (k) 

−                       if  P<c, u> ≠ 0    

−                         Find the users that have been assigned the pilot P<c, u> in the assigned  

      cells, and store the cells’ indices in q vector and users’ indices in s                

−                         for k2 =1: K                                                                
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−                              v(k2) = min{b<q(1), s(1)>,<new, k2> , … , b<q(a), s(a)>,<new, k2>}                                   

       -                end for   

−                        <k2> = max{v} % <k2> index of max{v}    

−                         P<new, k2> = P<c, u> 

−                     else 

       _      Find the users that share the same pilots in the assigned cells and store 

the cells’ indices in Z matrix and users’ indices in U matrix. 

−                      for k2 =1: K 

_       v(k2) = min{b<Z(k2, 1),U(k2, 1)>,<new, u>, … , b<Z(k2, a),U(k2, a)>,<new, u>} 

       -      end for 

       -     <t> = max{v} % <t> index of max{v} 

       -      P<new, u> = t 

-              end if  

-                     Delete the columns in Browcol that correspond to the users in the current 

       and assigned cells that share the assigned pilot, and assign -inf to the b 

       in B<bfinished(1), new>, …, B<bfinished(a), new> that correspond to these users.                          

−                  end if                

−               end for 

−               bfinished = bfinished  ∪ {new} 

−            end if 

−         end if 

−     end for 
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It is worth to note that the reason for using the arithmetic mean (µb) metric is the fact that a 

UE could have a high interference with more than one UE in other cells. Additionally, we 

have noticed that using the arithmetic mean instead of the median provides a better result. 

Similarly, the arithmetic mean (µ) metric is considered because the inter-cell interference 

between two cells UEs could be between more than one pair of UEs. And using the mean 

of the B matrix instead of the median results in a better pilot assignment. 

3.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Proposed Algorithm 

in Asymptotic Antenna Regime 

The calculations of B<1, 2>, … , B<L-1, L>, µ<1, 2>, … , µ <L-1, L>, and µb<1, 1> ,<2>, … , µb<L-1, K> ,<L> 

are done once, and sorting µ<1, 2>, … , µ <L-1, L>  is also done once. Hence, the computational 

complexity order of these calculations is approximately max (KL, ((L-1)(L-1)K), ( L(L-1)/2 

Log2(L(L-1)/2))))) which can be also written as O (max (KL2), L2 Log2L
2). 

On the other hand, at the end of the L(L-1)/2 iterations, the LK UEs will be assigned pilots. 

In the first iteration, the main operations are 2K values of µb will be sorted, and 2K2 for the 

pilot assignment of 2K UEs of two cells. Hence, the computational complexity order of the 

first iteration is approximately max (2K log2 2K, 2K2) which can be written as O (K2). Then, 

in any iteration, either the B matrix will be postponed or considered. Therefore, only the 

considered iterations will contribute to the computational complexity. And for considering 

the next cell (that has the least mean µ with one of the already assigned cells), the µb values 

to be sorted will be 2 a K where a is the number of the previously considered cells and hence, 

the computational complexity is 2 a K log2 2 a K. Depending whether the UE with next least 

mean has joined a group of UEs to share a pilot or the group has selected, then the steps for 
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joining the pilot group are carried K times with computational complexity of (aK) each time. 

As a result, the last cell to be assigned in the algorithm will have a computational complexity 

of max(2(L-1) K log2 2(L-1)K, L-1(K2)). Therefore, the total computational complexity of 

assigning pilots to L cells is of the order O (L max (LKlog2LK), L(K2))). 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we have used the asymptotic 

equation to calculate the SIR, which is equation (3.3). The simulation parameters are the 

same as before where the cell radius is 1600m, the path loss exponent is 3.8, and the shadow 

fading standard deviation is 8dB. The UEs are uniformly distributed, and the minimum 

distance between a UE and its serving BS is 100m. Figure 3.8a depicts the CDF of the 

effective minimum uplink SIR in a network that consists of three cells and six UE using 

different pilot allocation algorithms. The SPA, NSA, and NSA2 are the abbreviation of the 

smart pilot allocation algorithm (related work) [13], the new search algorithm in [43], and 

the new search algorithm2 respectively. The SPA algorithm is a state-of-the-art algorithm 

that has been proposed to alleviate pilot contamination problem through optimizing pilot 

allocation. As we stated in chapter two, it is an iterative algorithm. Hence, we selected the 

best result from the iterations in the evaluation.  

Comparing the performance of our algorithms (NSA and NSA2) with other algorithms, our 

algorithms are superior to the conventional method (RPA) and the related work (SPA), and 

their performance is the closest to the exhaustive search (ESPA). For example, the minimum 

SIR is greater than 10 dB is approximately 70% using ESPA, 65% using (NSA and NSA2), 

35% using SPA, and 1% using RPA. On the other hand, Figure 3.8b shows the CDF of the 
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minimum signal to interference ratio between two UEs that share the same pilot using 

different assignment algorithms. 

 

Figure 3.8a: The CDF of the minimum UL SIR [dB] for L=3, K=6. 

 

Both Figures 3.8a and 3.8b look identical. This highlight the effectiveness of maximizing 

the quantity (𝛽𝑙𝑘
𝑙 / 𝛽𝑗𝑖 

𝑙 ), and its direct impact on maximizing the SIR in equation (3.3). In 

other words, choosing the least interferer to each UE is beneficial, which will contribute to 

reducing the interference term in equation (3.3), and repeating that to select the other 

interferes. Hence, the proposed algorithms approach is justifiable. One additional note 
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about these figures is that the performance of NSA and NSA2 are the same since the 

number of cells is small.  

 

Figure 3.8b: The CDF of the minimum average channel gain to average interference gain ratio 

between two UEs sharing the same pilot. 

 

Figure 3.8c shows the uplink SIR per UE using the pilots’ allocation schemes and shows 

that the performance of our works is almost identical to that of the exhaustive search. 

Although the SPA performs better than the RPA, still its performance is below our 

proposed algorithms. 
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Figure 3.8c: The CDF of the uplink SIR per UE [dB] for L=3, K=6. 

 

Finally, for this small system, Figure 3.8d shows the CDF of the quantity (𝛽𝑙𝑘
𝑙 / 𝛽𝑗𝑖 

𝑙 ) 

between UEs that share the same pilot sequence. 

Unlike Figures 3.8a and 3.8b, the difference between Figures 3.8c and 3.8d is noticeable. 

For example, using ESPA, NSA, and NSA2 the probability of uplink SIR per UE is greater 

or equal to 20dB is 80% while the probability for the same value for the quantity (𝛽𝑙𝑘
𝑙 / 𝛽𝑗𝑖 

𝑙 ) 

is 90%. However, Figure 3.8d also shows that the curves for ESPA, NSA, and NSA2 are 

almost the same. 
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Figure 3.8d: The CDF of the average channel gain to average interference gain ratio between 

two UEs sharing the same pilot. 

 

On the other hand, Figures 3.9 (a and b) show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithms 

using a large system where both the numbers of cells and UEs in each cell are large. For 

this purpose, we change the value of the number of cells to L =37 in the simulation (three 

hexagonal tiers), and K=25. Therefore, the exhaustive search could not be applied in this 

setup, while the SPA could be applied.  

While some algorithms tend to work well for small systems and not in the large ones [26], 

and vice versa, our algorithms perform well in both cases. Figure 3.9a shows that our 

proposed algorithms also perform better than the related work algorithm (SPA) in a large 
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system as it is outperformed SPA in the small system. In addition, it also shows that there 

is a marginal difference in the curves that resulted from using NSA and NSA2. 

 

Figure 3.9a: The CDF of the minimum uplink SIR for L=37 and K=25. 

 

Figure 3.9b shows the CDF of the uplink SIR per UE, and the enhancement in the SIR for 

the disadvantageous UEs is obvious. At the 95% likely of the uplink SIR, using RPA and 

SPA, the UL SIR is around -10 dB in both schemes as the performance of SPA is almost 

like that of RPA, while it is around 10 dB using our proposed algorithms. Hence, SPA has 

failed to optimize the pilot allocation when it is iterated L times ([13] has shown that the 

algorithm converges in two iterations using a large number of antennas, e.g., 512).  
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Figure 3.9b: The CDF of the uplink SIR per UE for L=37 and K=25. 

 

Finally, we have evaluated the effectiveness of our algorithm using a simulation that 

considers the OFDM parameters that are identical to LTE uplink parameters [10]. The 

OFDM Tslot consists of seven symbols where three are reserved to pilots, three to data 

transmission, and one is overhead. Assuming the coherence time is 500 µs, then the symbol 

interval (Ts) is 500 /7 ≈ 71.4 µs. Also, assuming the subcarrier spacing is 15 kHz, then the 

useful symbol duration (Tu) is 1/15 kHz ≈ 66.7 µs. Therefore, the guard interval (𝜏𝑔) ≈ 

4.76 µs. The total system bandwidth is 20MHz, and the frequency smoothness interval = 

14 subcarriers. Hence, the maximum number of UEs that can be served is 42 (K=3×14) 
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which will be considered in this simulation, and there are eight tiers of hexagonal cells 

(L=217). Table 3.1 summarizes the performance of our algorithms against that of the 

random pilot allocation, where SPA could not be applied due to the high computational 

complexity of the algorithm. The cell radius, shadow fading, and path loss exponent 

parameters are the same as in Figures 8 and 9.  

Table 3.1 Performance of the uplink for L=217, K=42 

Pilot 

allocation 

algorithm 

P ≥ 0.95 

SIR [dB] per 

UE 

P ≥ 0.95 

min SIR 

[dB] 

P ≥ 0.95 

capacity per 

UE 

[Mbits/s] 

P ≥ 0.95 

capacity per 

cell 

[Mbits/s] 

Mean of 

capacity per 

cell 

[Mbits/s] 

RPA -6.8 -49.5 2.2 2019 2548 

NSA2 9.1 -10.2 25.6 2110 2656 

 

The difference in performance between NSA and NSA2 is marginal, e.g. at the 96% likely 

uplink SIR in NSA is -11.5 dB while it is -10.7 dB in NSA2, the difference in capacity per 

UE at the 95% likely is 38.6 kb/s, the difference in capacity per cell at the 95% is 271 kb/s, 

and the mean capacity per cell is 2.5 kb/s where NSA2 performance is the highest. 

Therefore, Table 3.1 summarizes the uplink performance with respect to 95-likely SIR, 

capacity per UE (using equation (3.4)), capacity per cell (using equation (3.5)), and the 

mean net capacity per cell using random and NSA2 pilot allocations schemes.  
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Chapter 4 

Proposed Iterative Algorithms to Optimally Assign 

Pilots 

In this chapter, we propose low complexity algorithms that begin with random assignment 

of pilots to the users in the system. Then, these algorithms will adjust the assignment 

iteratively until obtaining near-optimal pilot arrangement. However, since the wireless 

environment is changing, these algorithms will lose the real-time learning capability and 

will solely serve the goal of suggesting an efficient pilot assignment. For this purpose, like 

in chapter 3, we will assume the knowledge of the large-scale characteristics of the fading 

channels between the users and the cells. We will compare the performance of the 

algorithms with the exhaustive search and the state-of-the-art algorithm in the asymptotic 

simulation setting. 

4.1 Proposed Algorithms 

4.1.1 Proposed Rewards Based Pilot Allocation Algorithm (REPA) 

In this section, we consider the UL SIRs of the UEs as the rewards of the system using a 

specific pilot assignment. Let the number of mutual orthogonal pilots is equal to the 

maximum number of active users in a cell, and the number of active UEs in each cell is the 

same (K). Also, assume each active UE in a cell is assigned a unique pilot, and the same set 

of pilots is reused in every cell. Define P as the K× L matrix where the k-th row represents 

the group of UEs in the L cells (one UE from each cell) that share the k-th pilot where k = 

{1, ..., K}. Hence, the l-th column represents the UEs of a specific cell that each is assigned 
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a different pilot sequence where l = {1, ..., L}, and L is the number of cells. Similarly, 

define SdB as a K× L matrix of the SIRs in (dB) of the UEs where the k-th row represents 

the SIRs of UEs that share the k-th pilot, and it is denoted by sk. It is worth to note that the 

global index of any user in the network is i = k+(l-1) K (for example the global index of the 

second user in the second cell is 2+K), and i = {1, ..., KL}. Also, define R as a KL × KL 

rewards matrix where the i-th row in the matrix represents the UEs that cause a the i-th UE 

in the network to have a specific SIR. Therefore, the R matrix is initiated with NaN values. 

The first step in the algorithm is to allocate the users in the network pilots using the 

random pilot assignment. Hence, the R matrix changes the entries from NaN to the values 

obtained by the SIR of each UE. Define r<i>,<i2> is an entry of the R matrix where i2={1, ..., 

KL}. Therefore, E. g., if the first UE in each cell UE uses the same pilot, then, r<1, 1+(1) K> = 

SIR11 , r<1, 1+(2) K) = SIR11 , ..., r<1, 1+(L-1) K>= SIR11where SIR11is the SIR of the first UE in 

the first cell. Also, the R entries, that have already been assigned values other than NaN 

could change values during the iterations of the algorithm if the new SIR is greater than the 

previous value. Below is the pseudocode of the procedure to update the R matrix entries: 

Algorithm 4.1: Updating the Rewards Matrix R 

Input: R, SdB, P, L, K 

Output: R 

− i=1 

− while i ≤ KL 

−    Find the pilot of the i-th UE and assign the value to p 

−    p =P (p, :)  
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−    count=1 

−    while count ≤ L 

−       <k,l> =p(count) 

−       If( r<i, k+(l-1) K, > =NaN ) ˅( r<i, k+(l-1) K, > < s<k,l>) 

−       r<i, k+(l-1) K, > = s<k,l> 

−       count=count+1 

−       end if 

−    end while 

−    i=i+1 

− end while 

In each iteration, the algorithm (Algorithm 4.2) sorts the entries of the SIR matrix 

(ascendingly), and the UE with least SIR will be given priority to choose the group of UEs 

that will reuse its pilot sequence. For this purpose, the rewards matrix R will be of the great 

importance to choose the group of UEs. Hence, the algorithm will sort the rewards of this 

specific UEs ascendingly. Since some of the rewards that relate the intended UE with 

specific UEs could be still unknown (have NaN values), the algorithm would regard the 

unknown value as the highest reward. Also, any reward is still uncertain whether it is the 

actual value (or more precisely its real impact is unknown), or it has been masked by the 

other group of UEs that share the same pilot. Therefore, a mechanism of checking is 

implemented in the proposed rewards-based pilot allocation (REPA) algorithm. The 

mechanism consists of three components. First, we define Rlow as a KL × KL matrix that 

records the UEs that have already been checked whether they cause high or low SIRs to the 
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UE that shares their pilots. Thus, the entries of the Rlow are initialized with NaN values. 

The second component is selecting the UEs group that will share a pilot with intended UE. 

The strategy will be to select a UE with least SIR from the row of R that indicates the 

rewards of the intended UE that has not been checked before and the rest of UEs will be 

selected from highest to least SIR from the same row. Hence, the third component is the 

checking process, which includes defining a matrix SIRlow with (K-1) × 3 entries where the 

k-th row stores the indices of the intended UE, and the selected UE and the value of the 

current rewards that they share. In other words, in each new pilot assignment (iteration) of 

the RBPA algorithm, the algorithm records K-1 SIR values to be checked with their 

previous values recorded in the rewards matrix R. The number of the rows is K-1 because 

the last group of UEs that share the same pilot will be formed automatically from the rest 

of UEs that still have not assigned pilots. Therefore, when all the UEs are assigned pilots, 

the SdB matrix will be updated by calculating the SIRs of the UEs using equation (3.3) and 

converting it to dB. The rewards R also will be updated by Algorithm 4.1 using the new 

pilots’ assignment and the resulted SdB matrix. Then, each row in the SIRlow, where the 

first two column are the indices of UEs that share the same reward, the value in the third 

column (the stored value of the previous reward associated with current pilot’s assignment) 

is compared with a current reward that is recorded in the R matrix. If the absolute of the 

difference in these values is less than a threshold (fixed value), then the reward is recorded 

in the Rlow matrix to be avoided next time from checking and selection (when the UE has a 

priority of selecting its UEs that share its pilot, and the condition of the assignment in each 

cell is met). However, the Rlow matrix will record the resulted SIR for two UEs where one 

UE is a row in the Rlow matrix, and the other UE is a column in Rlow and the second UE is a 
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row in the Rlow while the first one is a column in the Rlow. It is worth to note that unlike R 

and Rlow matrices, the SIRlow matrix is erased and refilled with new values in each iteration. 

Below is the detailed pseudocode of the proposed algorithm 4.2: 

Algorithm 4.2: Proposed Reward Based Pilot Allocation (REPA) 

Input: K, L, P, SdB,  𝛽𝑙𝑘
𝑗

, j = {1, ..., L}, l = {1, ..., L}, k = {1, ..., K}, i = {1, ..., KL} 

Output: Ptotal, SdBtotal  

− R = NaN, Rlow = NaN, Pnew=0, Snew=0 

− Invoke Algorithm 4.1 to update R 

− count=1  

− Stotal(count, :,:)=SdB 

% Stotal is a KLL × K×L matrix that stores the resulted SIRs for each iteration 

− while count ≤ KLL do 

−    Sort the entries of the S matrix ascendingly, and store the sorted values in v 

   vector, and z is the index vector of the sorted entries 

−    countP = 1, countU = 1, countLow=1, q=0 

−    % q is a vector that stores the cells that have assigned a certain pilot 

−    while countP ≤ (K-1) do 

−       a= Rlow(z(countU), :) 

−       if ( ∀ a<i>=NaN) ˅ (z< countU >) ∈ Pnew) 

−          countU= countU+1 

−          if countU =KL 
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−             return 

−          end if 

−          continue 

−       end if  

−       <k, l> = z< countU > 

−       %Assign the current UE a pilot, and the UE will choose the other pilots’ group 

−       Pnew <countP, l> = k  

−       q<l>=1 

−       Sort R(z< countU >, :) ascendingly and store the values in v vector and the 

       indices in the c vector 

−       l1=1, l2=KL 

−      cl=NaN 

−       while (cl=NaN) ˄ (l1 ≤ KL) do 

−          <userl, cell> = c < l1> 

−          if (q <cell>  = 0 )˄ (c< l1 >) ∉ Pnew)) ˄ (Rlow(z< countU >, c < l1>)=NaN) 

−             cl=cell 

−             Pnew <countP, cl> = userl 

−             q <cell>  =1 

−             SIRlow (countLow, 1)= z< countU > 

−             SIRlow (countLow, 2)= c < l1> 

−             SIRlow (countLow, 3)= R(z< countU >, c < l1> 

−            countLow = countLow +1 
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−         else 

−           l1= l1+1 

−          end if 

−       end while 

−       while ∃ q(l) =0 

−          <userl, cell> = c < l2> 

−          if (q <cell>  = 0 )˄ (c< l2 >) ∉ Pnew))  

−              l2= l2-1 

−          else 

−            q <cell>  =1 

−            Pnew <countP, cell> = userl 

−            l2= l2-1 

−          end if 

−       end while 

−        q=0; countP= countP+1; countU= countU+1; 

−    end while 

−    Calculate Snew according to Pnew matrix and equation (3.3) and convert the SIRs in 

dB 

−    SdB= Snew 

−    Invoke Algorithm 4.1 to Update R with Pnew and SdB as input 

−    Ptotal(count,:,:)= Pnew; SdBtotal(count,:,:)= Snew ; SdB= Snew 

−    Pnew=0; Snew=0   
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−    for k=1:K-1 

−       xdB=R(SIRlow (k ,1), SIRlow (k ,2))) 

−       xlinear=10 xdB/10 

−       x2dB=SIRlow (k ,3) 

−       x2linear=10 x2dB/10 

−       if | xlinear - x2linear | < 0.01 

−          temp = max(xdB, x2dB) 

−          Rlow(SIRlow (k ,1), SIRlow (k ,2))=temp 

−          Rlow(SIRlow (k ,2), SIRlow (k ,1))=temp 

−       end if 

−    end for 

− end while 

Since UEs in a certain group will have a minimum SIR which reflects the worst SIR when 

they reuse the same pilot sequence, the rewards matrix R could record this worst SIR as the 

rewards for each UE in the group instead of recording the SIR of each UE, and this idea 

will be utilized for the iterative proposed algorithms in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. In 

addition, the idea will also be evaluated, and the resulted algorithm is named REPA2. 

While the stopping rule in the pseudocode is the algorithm iterated a certain number of 

times, the algorithm stops when all the Rlow entries will all be assigned values other than 

NaN. In other words, the algorithm stops exploring when all the rewards have been 

checked. The algorithm also records all the resulted pilot allocation and the resulted SIRs 
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in each iteration, and when it stops the pilot allocation that maximized the minimum SIR 

will be chosen from the stored pilot assignments.  

4.1.2 Proposed Modified Reward Based Pilot Allocation (MRPA) 

In this section, the proposed iterative algorithm is more like a tabu search, and it has 

differences from our work in [44] which we also consider for improvement in the next 

section. Like the RBPA algorithm, the first pilot assignment is random. Therefore, there 

will be K pilot groups, and we will use the same matrices P, SdB as the previous algorithm. 

Hence, the least SIR for each pilot group is calculated as follows [44]: 

R(sk) = min (SIR1𝑖
k , ..., SIR𝐿𝑦

k ) (4.1) 

where R(sk) returns the minimum SIR among the SIRs of the UEs that reuse the k-th pilot 

which can be denoted by pk where it is also the k-th row of the P matrix, and sk is the SIRs 

of these UEs of the pk vector. And i like y={1,..., K} which denotes the index of the UE in 

the l-th cell. Therefore, R(sk) replaces the rewards matrix in the previous algorithm. The 

forbidden list is for the UEs that are prohibited from having the same pilot. Hence, we 

define the tabu list T matrix [t <k, 𝑈𝑙𝑖
𝑘

>] K×KL where the k-th row in the T matrix represents the 

UEs that cannot be assigned the k-th pilot, and 𝑈𝑙𝑖
𝑘 represents the UE that cannot have the 

k-th pilot. We also define E and X matrices as [e <k, k2>] K×K and [x <k, k2>] K×K where k2 = {1, 

..., K}. An entry in the E matrix records whether the k-th and the k2-th pilots’ vectors have 

already exchanged UEs in each cell in the network and the change has been rejected while 

an entry in the X matrix only indicates whether the k-th and the k2-th pilot vectors have 

already been considered for exchange in the previous iteration. Therefore, initially, both E 
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and X matrices entries are set to zeros except the diagonal is set to 1 in the two matrices. 

Also, like the T matrix, once the entries in the E matrix are set to one, they will not be 

changed to zero, unlike the entries of the X matrix. 

In each iteration, the algorithm begins with computing the R(sk) for the pilots’ vectors that 

have been decided using the pilot assignment. Then, it sorts the R(sk) to pick the two pilots’ 

vectors with the least values of rewards (R(sk)). These two selected vectors will exchange 

UEs where the SIRs of these UEs decide the selection of which UEs will be exchanged 

between these vectors. Hence, for each cell, the minimum of the two UEs in these selected 

pilots’ vectors will be taken. Then, the first UEs to be swapped is the one with maximum- 

minimum SIRs, and the UEs have not been forbidden to take the pilot that is considered in 

the exchange. On other words, the cell that will change the pilots of its UEs is the one that 

its UEs has the minimum SIR among the other cells where only the UEs of two pilots’ 

vectors are considered. And the exchange is accepted if the resulted minimum SIR among 

the SIRs is larger than the minimum SIR among the UEs of these two pilots’ vectors before 

the exchange. However, if the resulted minimum SIR is greater than the previous past 

minimum SIR among the selected vectors by marginal value, then the sum of these minima 

of every two SIRs in each cell will be considered. If the sum is higher than before the 

exchange, the exchange is accepted. Otherwise, the exchange will be rejected, and the 

UE(s) that has (have) been rejected will be recorded in the forbidden list. Besides, the cell 

with next max-min SIR will be considered to change the pilots of its UEs to enhance the 

min SIR in the network. If the rejection occurred for half the number of cells in the system, 

a new iteration would begin. However, in the case where the exchange has not been 
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allowed (in all the cells) because one of the UEs is forbidden to take a certain pilot, then 

another iteration begins, and the current pair of pilots will not be considered further 

together, and 1 is assigned in the entries of the E matrix that represents this forbidden 

pairing of pilots’ vectors. Hence, both the T and E matrices are contributing to the stopping 

rule and convergence in this algorithm. Also, in each iteration, the algorithm will check 

whether the pilot vector with the lowest R(sk) still has options of pairing with other pilots’ 

vector to exchange UEs. Otherwise, the pilot vector with next least R(sk) will be considered 

as the first pilot vector where a search for another pilot vector with next least R(sk) will be 

initiated to pair the pilots’ vectors for UEs exchange. It is worth to note that MRPA 

algorithm has all the components of a tabu search algorithm except the aspiration criterion, 

and that is why we refrained from label the algorithm tabu search based algorithm, where 

the next section will consider tabu search based algorithms. Below is the detailed 

pseudocode of the MRPA algorithm. 

Algorithm 4.3: Modified Reward Based Pilot Allocation (MRPA) 

Input: K, L, P, SdB, 𝛽𝑙𝑘
𝑗

, j = {1, ..., L}, l = {1, ..., L}, k = {1, ..., K} 

Output: P, SdB 

− T = 0, X=0, E= 0 

− diag(X)=1, diag(E)=1 

− Calculate R(s1), ..., R(sK) for p1, ..., pK using equation (4.1) 

− SIRleast1=min(R(s1),..., R(sK)) 

− pointerP =1 

− for count=1: KLL 
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−    Sort({R(s1), ..., R(sK)}) ascendingly and save the sorted values in V(1, :) and 

   the corresponding pilot indices in V(2, :), where V is 2×K matrix  

−    u1= v<1, 1>, u2= v<1, 2 >  % v<1, 1> and v<1, 2> are entries in V matrix   

−    i = v<2, 1>; y = v<2, 2>    

−    if ((x<i, y> = 1) ∨ (x<y, i> = 1))  

−       if ∑  𝑘
𝑘=1 x<i, k>= K 

−          if pointerP ≤ K-1 

−             pointerP= pointerP+1; i= v<2, pointerP > ; X= 0; diag(X)=1 

−          else 

−             pointerP=1 

−          end if 

−       end if 

−       for k=1: K 

−          if (x<i , v <2, k>> =1) ∨ (i = v<2, k>) ∨ (e<i , v <2, k>> =1) 

−             continue 

−          else 

−             y= v<2, k>, u2= v<1, k > 

−            break; 

−          end if 

−       end for 

−    end if 

−    smin=min(si , sy) 
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−    sort(smin) in descending order and store the indices of the sorted values in z vector. 

−    count2=1; count3=1, ptemp1=pi, ptemp2=py, SIRsum1= ∑  𝐿
𝑙=1  smin(l) 

−    while (count2 ≤ L/2) ∧ (count3 ≤ L) 

−       c=z(count3)                                              %cell of exchange 

−       if (t<i, py <c>> =1) ∨ (t<y, pi <c>>=1) 

−          count3= count3+1 

−          if count3=(L+1) 

−              e<i , y> =1; e<y, i> =1 

−          end if 

−          continue 

−       end if 

−    ptemp1(c)= py(c); ptemp2(c)= pi(c) 

−    Calculate stemp1, stemp2 using equation (3.3)  

   %corresponding to ptemp1, ptemp2 respectively 

−    Calculate R(stemp1) and calculate R(stemp2) 

−    SIRleast2=min(R(stemp1), R(stemp2)) 

−    smin2=min(stemp1 , stemp2) 

−    SIRsum2= ∑  𝐿
𝑙=1  smin2(l) 

−    If (round(SIRleast2, 4) > round(SIRleast1, 4)) ∨ ((round(SIRleast2, 4) > round(SIRleast1, 

4))  ∧ SIRsum2> SIRsum1) 

−           If R(stemp1)> R(stemp2) 

−                v<1, i>= SIRleast2 ; v<1, y>= R(stemp2) 
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−          else 

−              v<1, y>= SIRleast2 ; v<1, i>= R(stemp1) 

−          end if  

−          SIRleast1 =min(V(1,:)) 

−          pi =ptemp1; py =ptemp2;si =stemp1; sy =stemp2  

−          uold2=u2; 

−          u1=R(stemp1), u2=R(stemp2) 

−          SIRsum1 = SIRsum2 

−               t<i, ptemp2(c)> =1 

−              else 

−              if (R(stemp2) = SIRleast1) ∧ (R(stemp2) > uold2) 

−                   t<y, ptemp1(c)> =1 

−              end if 

−         end if 

−      else 

−         if R(stemp1)> R(stemp2) 

−             t<i, ptemp2(c)> =1  

−            if R(stemp2) < SIRleast1 

−                  t<y, ptemp1(c)> =1  

−                  if count3=L 

−                      e<i, y> =1; e<y, i> =1 

−                  end if 
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−             else 

−                 t<y, ptemp1(c)> =1  

−                if R(stemp1)< SIRleast1 

−                    t<i, ptemp2(c)> =1  

−                end if 

−            stemp1= si ; stemp2= sy 

−            end if 

−            count2= count2+1; count3= count3+1 

−            if count3=L 

−                 e<i, y> =1; e<y, i> =1 

−             end if 

−    end while 

−    x<i, y> =1; x<y, i> =1 

−    v<1, i>=u1; v<1, y>=u2 

−    Update SdB with si and sy; P with pi and py 

− end for 

 

4.1.3 Proposed Tabu Search Based Pilot Allocation2 (TSP2) 

The works in the sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 have led to our work in [44] which is based on 

tabu search (TS) algorithm, and we will abbreviate the name of the algorithm by TSP. TS 

is a strategy for combinatorial problems. Hence, it has been applied to several applications 
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such as scheduling, computer channel balancing, and cluster analysis [45]. Also, TS 

algorithm has been defined as a local neighborhood search algorithm that starts with an 

initial solution and defines the neighborhood around it [25], where it iteratively proceeds 

from one solution to another until meeting a specific criterion [45]. The components of the 

tabu search algorithm are the neighborhood definition, tabu list, stopping rule, fitness 

function, and the aspiration criteria [21]. The goal in the related work and our work is 

different where the goal in the former is to maximize the sum rate of the system, while in 

the latter is to maximize the minimum SIR. Hence, the fitting function is different in these 

works, where the fitting function in the related work is the sum rate of the system while it 

is maximizing the minimum R(sk) in the system in our work. However, there are also other 

differences, like the tabu list is defined in [21] as a list that operates like a queue which 

records the solution vectors for the past several iterations to forbid the previous solutions 

and search different search space. On the other hand, our tabu search-based algorithm 

defines two matrices that will not change their values once they are assigned values other 

than zeros. More specifically, the first matrix is K × KL which is the same one we have 

defined in MRPA algorithm, while the other matrix is a K × L matrix where the k-th row 

denotes the cells that will not change the pilots’ assignment to their users to increase the 

R(sk) to the pk vector pilot. Hence, when the entries of the second matrix become ones, the 

algorithm stops. Also, unlike the related work in [21], our algorithm gives priority in the 

swap operation between the p vectors and which cell to consider. On the other hand, TSP 

and TSP2 algorithms are different from the MRPA in exploring the neighborhood, memory 

structure, and the order of the swapping UEs between the pilot vectors and in the aspiration 

criteria where the latter property makes TSP and TSP2 tabu search based algorithm. The 
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order of the swapping in the proposed TSP algorithm depends on the SIR of the target p 

vector, while in MRPA, it depends on the minimum of the SIRs in each cell of the two p 

vectors that are swapping their UEs. In addition, in the case of rejection, the swap, in TSP, 

the target p vector will replace the other p vector that is swapping with and it continues 

until it is run out of options, while in MRPA, the same selected p vectors will try the 

swapping for L/2 times before the target p vector will replace the p vector that will swap 

with which happened in new iteration. For the memory structure, although the MRPA has a 

memory that resets after few iterations (X), the two memory in the proposed TS based 

algorithms will not change values until the end of the iterations. Finally, to implement the 

aspiration criteria in the proposed TSP algorithms, we define the Num value, which is 

given to the pilot vector that has run out of options for the swap, and no acceptance 

decision has been made. Then, the R(s) of the target pilot will have the Num which has the 

highest value (unrealistic minimum SIR value) among the R(s) of the other vector 

(increased by 1 after each assignment to one of the p vectors), so the target vector will lose 

the priority and anther p vector will be the target vector. However, unlike the MRPA where 

the E values forbid the selection of two vectors that have 1 in the entries that correspond to 

them in the E matrix, losing the priority of swapping does not forbid the selection of the p 

vector with Num value from the options of the target vector to consider it to change UEs 

with it, and the real value of R(s) rather than the Num value will be retrieved to reach the 

acceptance decision. Finally, in the proposed TSP, in the case of the acceptance of the 

swap for raising the true R(s) of the p vector that has been assigned, the p vector will have 

the new value of R(s) in TSP while it will have the Num value in TSP2 which led to 

enhancement in some cases in large system scenarios. 
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4.2 Evaluating the Performance of the Proposed 

Algorithms 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms using Monte Carlo 

Simulations and regenerating the related work SPA and applying the exhaustive search (in 

a small system) and random pilot assignment schemes for comparison, where the SIRs 

have been calculated using equation (3.3). Therefore, at first, we have set the network 

parameters to L=4 and K=5. Figure 4.1a and Figure 4.1b show the convergence of the 

proposed algorithms where in the first, the minimum SIR in the network after swapping 

and before the acceptance decision has been shown for the proposed TSP algorithms and 

MRPA, while in the second figure, the minimum SIR after the acceptance decision has 

been shown for these algorithms. Since one iteration in SPA equals to L iterations in the 

other algorithms, we computed the minimum SIR using two methods which we have also 

used in [44]. In method1, we took the average of the minimum SIRs in each iteration, 

while in method2, we took the maximum of the minimum SIRs among the L iterations of 

SPA. We also averaged the results that have been calculated over the realizations, and we 

let all the algorithms iterated KLL times, including the SPA algorithm. Both Figures 4.1a 

and 4.1b indicate that the proposed algorithms TSP and TSP2 converge around 30, MRPA 

converges even before 30 while the convergence pattern cannot be identified in the others. 
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Figure 4.1a: Convergence of the proposed algorithms before the acceptance decision, L=4, 

K=5. 

 

 

Figure 4.1b: Convergence of the proposed algorithms at the end of each iteration, L=4, K=5. 
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Figure 4.1c shows the CDF of the minimum SIR in the network using all the proposed 

algorithms (also NSA1 and NSA2 from chapter3 have been considered). Figure 4.1c 

clearly shows that all the proposed algorithms have performed better than the SPA 

algorithm given KLL iterations (except NSA and NSA2 are non-iterative algorithms). 

However, the TSP2 algorithm’s performance is the closest to the optimal exhaustive 

search. Also, we have noticed that the performance of SPA in this scenario was better 

when we let it iterated KLL iterations than the L iterations proposed by the [13], which 

makes the SPA more computationally complex as we have shown in [44]. 

 

Figure 4.1c: CDF of the minimum uplink SIR [dB], L=4, K=5. 
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Figure 4.1d shows the CDF of the uplink SIRs per UE [dB] with the same network setting 

as in Figures 4.1(a-c). Figure 4.1d also indicates that the performance of the proposed 

algorithms exceeds that of SPA with curves of NSA and NSA2 are almost aligned with that 

obtained using the exhaustive search (ESPA). 

 

Figure 4.1d: CDF of the uplink SIR per UE [dB], L=4, K=5. 

Then, we have repeated the simulation by setting the L=19 (2 tiers of hexagon cells around 

the center cell), and K=20. Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b show the convergence of the 

algorithms iterated KLL times using the same methods for calculating the minimum SIR as 
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in Figures 4.1(a-b). Also, Figures 4.2 (a-b) have shown that the proposed algorithms TSP, 

TSP2, and MRPA converge while the other algorithms have no convergence pattern.  

 

 

Figure 4.2a: Convergence of the proposed algorithms before the acceptance decision, L=19, 

K=20. 
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Figure 4.2b: Convergence of the proposed algorithms at the end of each iteration, L=19, K=20. 

 

It is worth to note that TSP and TSP2 algorithms have total a computational complexity of 

(K log K + L log L) while the SPA has (LK log K), but TSP, TSP2, and SPA are iterative 

algorithms wherein each iteration there will be up to KLL computational complexity for 

calculating the uplink SIRs. Hence, the total computational complexity for TSP and TSP2 

is O (N max {K log K, KL2}) [44], where N is the number of iterations. Therefore, TSP and 

TSP2 algorithms have less computational complexity than the SPA. Also, from the detailed 

pseudocodes of MRPA and REPA, the total computational complexity for MRPA is O (N 
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max {K log K, L3}), and for REPA is O (N max {K2L log KL, KL2}). Figure 4.2c shows the 

CDF of the minimum uplink SIR for the same network as Figures 4.2(a-b). 

 

Figure 4.2c: CDF of the minimum uplink SIR [dB], L=19, K=20. 

It is evident that the proposed algorithms TSP, TSP2, and MRPA have outperformed that 

of SPA, and the proposed REPA1, REPA2, and the random pilot assignment (RPA). For 

example, at 95%- likely the minimum UL SIR point, the minimum UL SIR is around 0dB 

using MRPA, -1dB using TSP2, -3dB using TSP, -5dB using NSA and -7dB using NSA2, -

15dB using REPA, REPA2, SPA and -38dB using RPA. 
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On the other hand, Figure 4.2d shows the CDF of the SIR of all the UEs in the network.  

 

Figure 4.2d: CDF of the uplink SIR per UE [dB], L=19, K=20. 

The performance of NSA and NSA2 has outperformed the other algorithms. While the 

proposed MRPA algorithm raises the value of the minimum uplink SIR, the provided 

pilots’ assignment has resulted in a lower 95%-likely of the uplink SIR point. Therefore, 

the proposed NSA and NSA2 algorithms are more efficient. For example, at the 95%-likely 

of the uplink SIR point, the UL SIR is around 10 dB using NSA and NSA2 algorithms, 

7dB using TSP and TSP2 algorithms, 5 dB using MRPA algorithm, -4dB using SPA, 

REPA1, and REPA2, and -5dB using the RPA. Therefore, we can conclude that given KLL 
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iterations, SPA, REPA1, and REPA2 algorithms perform well in a small system while their 

performance degrades to slightly better than that of the random pilot assignment in the 

large system, which made them unpractical. On the other hand, TSP, TSP2, NSA, and 

NSA2 algorithms have provided near-optimal performance in small systems and 

outperformed the other algorithms in the large system. Hence, we will only evaluate the 

performance of TSP and NSA algorithms when the number of antennas is limited, which 

we will show in chapter5. 
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Chapter 5 

Evaluating the Performance of the Proposed 

Algorithms in a non-Asymptotic Antenna Regime 

In this chapter, we will evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms that optimize 

the pilot allocation to the UEs during the pilot allocation phase of the TDD protocol (where 

these algorithms are our contribution in this dissertation) when the number of antennas is 

not infinity. The evaluations of the algorithms in chapters three and four aimed to show the 

performance of the proposed algorithms in terms of accuracy and computational 

complexity to solve the combinatorial problem of the pilot assignment. Also, the equation 

to calculate the SINRs, that has been used in these chapters, was derived under the 

assumption of the asymptotic antenna regime where the transmission powers, channel 

estimation, and receiver combining schemes have not been considered in the simulations. 

On the contrary, this chapter focuses on the performance of the algorithm using LMMSE 

channel estimation and different receiving combining schemes to compute the achievable 

spectral efficiency (SE) of the uplink payload data transmission. 

5.1 System Model and Simulation Parameters 

We consider the topology of the hexagonal cells where a BS is centered in each cell, and it 

is deployed with M number of antennas. We used the large-scale fading model as in [47] to 

calculate the channel gain 𝛽𝑗𝑠 
𝑙  as 𝛽𝑗𝑠

𝑙 |dB = -35.3 [dB]- 37.6log10 (𝑟𝑗𝑠 
𝑙 )+ 𝑧𝑗𝑠 

𝑙 |dB. The constant 

term -35.3 [dB] corresponds to the mean channel gain in dB at a reference distance of one 

meter where the median channel gain at 1km is -148.1 dB, and the pathloss exponent is 
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3.76, 𝑟𝑗𝑠 
𝑙 in meter is the distance between the sth UE in cell j and the BS in cell l, where s 

={1, ..., K}, and j and l ={1, ..., L}. Below are the simulation parameters values given in 

table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Number of cells L 3, 19 

Cell radius 175 m 

Number of antennas per BS (M) 100 ≤ 𝑀 ≤ 1000 

Number of UEs per cell (K) 6, 10 

Median channel gain at 1 m -35.3dB 

Standard deviation of shadow fading 10dB 

Bandwidth B 20 MHz 

Receiver noise power -94dBm 

Carrier frequency 2GHz 

Uplink transmit power 100mW 

Samples per coherence block (𝜏𝑐) 200 
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It is worth to note that the channel gain model given in this section has been used in [3], 

and is adopted from [48] that models the NLoS macro cell 3rd Generation Partnership 

Project (3GPP) that considers carrier of 2GHz frequency and path loss exponent (𝛼) of 

3.76 where the antenna height has been assumed to be 15 m above the average rooftop 

level. In addition, like in the previous chapters, we denoted the cannel fading between the 

s-th UE in the j-th cell and the l-th BS by the vector 𝐡𝑗𝑠 
𝑙  ℂ 

𝑀 where 𝐡𝑗𝑠 
𝑙 = g𝑗𝑠 

𝑙 (𝛽𝑗𝑠
𝑙 )1/2, and 

g𝑗𝑠 
𝑙 ~ CN(0, IM). 

We assume the network is operating over 20MHz bandwidth. The receiver noise power 

consists of the thermal noise and the noise figure, and it is calculated as a receiver noise 

power = -174dBm +10 log10(B) +noise figure where -174dBm is the thermal noise 

variance, and B denotes the system bandwidth. Hence, assuming the noise figure is 7dB, 

the receiver noise power is -94dBm. For the coherence block, we assume only uplink 

transmission, and the 200 samples per coherence block could support an outdoor scenario 

where the coherence time Tc=1 ms and coherence bandwidth of Bc=200 kHz.  

5.2 Simulation Results 

In chapters three and four, we have evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithms 

using the asymptotic antenna regime equation to compute the SIR. However, for a 

simulation of a system with BSs have a limited number of antennas, we will compute the 

SINRs using equation (1.36) that was given in chapter one. In addition, we use maximum 

ratio combining (MRC) and zero-forcing combining schemes (ZFC). As mentioned in 

chapter one, each BS in the network uses receive combining scheme to detect the desired 
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signal. We denote the detection vectors that are used by the BS in the lth cell by the matrix 

Vl =[vl1 ... vlK ], where vlK ∈ ℂ 
𝑀 . Since the goal of the MRC scheme is to amplify the 

desired signal, Vl =�̂�𝑙
𝑙, where �̂�𝑙

𝑙
 ∈ ℂ 

𝑀 × 𝐾, and 𝐇𝑙 
𝑙

 =[𝐡𝑙1 
𝑙 , ..., 𝐡𝑙𝐾 

𝑙 ]. On the other hand, ZFC 

is used to suppress the intra-cell interference where the M observations of the received 

signals are utilized by the zero-forcing matrix to minimize the average intra-cell 

interference. Hence, Vl =�̂�𝑙
𝑙  ((�̂�𝑙

𝑙)H�̂�𝑙
𝑙)-1. Hence, equation (1.36), which represents the 

SINR for the s-th UE in the l-th cell, is rewritten in a form that can be used with MRC and 

ZFC as follows: 

SINR𝑙𝑠
UL=

𝑝𝑙𝑠  | E{ 𝐯𝑙𝑠
𝐻 𝐡𝑙𝑠

𝑙   } |2

∑ ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑘 
𝐾
𝑘=1

𝐿
𝑖=1 |E{ |𝐯𝑙𝑠

𝐻𝐡𝑖𝑘
𝑙   |2 }−   𝑝𝑙𝑠  | E{𝐯𝑙𝑠

𝐻𝐡𝑙𝒔
𝑙   }|2+𝜎2E{‖𝐯𝑙𝑠‖2}   

     (5.1) 

where 𝜎2is the variance of the zero-mean circularly symmetric complex Gaussian 

distributed noise as has been noted in chapter1, and the expectations are over the small-

scale channel fading. Hence, the uplink ergodic channel capacity of the s-th UE in the l-th 

cell is lower bounded by SE𝑙𝑠
UL= 

𝜏𝑢

𝜏𝑐
log2(1+SINR𝑙𝑠

UL) [bit/s/Hz], where 𝜏𝑢 is the number of 

samples dedicated for the uplink payload data transmission and 𝜏𝑐 is the number of 

samples per coherence block. Equation (5.1) is the same as equation (1.35), but it lacks the 

uplink transmission percentage because we are only considering the uplink coherence 

block in this section. Therefore, the simulation considers optimizing equation (3.3) using 

different pilot allocation schemes other than RPA to assign pilots to the UEs according to 

the pilot assignment suggested by the algorithms. Besides, the steps of receiving the pilot 

signal and the LMMSE channel estimation are considered in the simulation, and they have 

been detailed in chapter1. The first simulation setting has considered a small network that 
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consists of three cells, where each BS serves six UEs, and the rest of the simulation 

parameters are given in Table 5.1. For pilots’ assignment, we have applied the random 

pilot assignment (RPA), exhaustive search pilot allocation (ESPA), the state-of-the-art 

algorithm smart pilot allocation algorithm (SPA), and our proposed algorithms the new 

search algorithm (NSA1), and tabu search pilot allocation (TSP1) to compare the 

enhancement to the capacity of the UEs that greatly suffer from the pilot contamination 

problem. It is worth to note that we have used the abbreviations (NSA1) and (TSP1) 

instead of (NSA) and (TSP) respectively to emphasis that we have used the first versions of 

these proposed algorithms. We also have used the minimum mean square channel 

estimation (MMSE), which has been detailed in chapter one. Besides, the MRC and ZFC 

schemes have been used. Figure 5.1a shows the CDF of the SE per UE in the network 

using different pilot allocation schemes, MRC scheme, and two values for the number of 

antennas at the BS, which are 400 and 1000. 

 

Figure 5.1a: CDF of the uplink SE per UE [bit/s/Hz] for L=3, K=6, using MRC, and M ∈{400, 

1000}. 
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It is obvious from Figure 5.1a that setting the number of antennas as 1000 has improved 

the SE per UE even for the RPA scheme. While our proposed algorithms had reached the 

performance of that of the exhaustive search when M=400 and M=1000, the improvement 

gained using them over the RPA and SPA is marginal when M=400. However, when 

M=1000, the low SEs are lower using RPA than using ESPA, NSA1, TSP1, and SPA. For 

example, the probability that a UE has a SE over or equal to 1 bit/s/Hz is approximately 

89% using ESPA, NSA1, TSP1, 87% using SPA and 80% using RPA, while it is 80% 

using ESPA, NSA1, TSP1, and SPA when M=400. Also, the difference in the performance 

of the SPA scheme and ESPA, NSA1, and TSP1 is marginal. 

On the other hand, Figure 5.1b shows the CDF of the minimum SE in the network, and it 

highlights the improvement in SE for the UE with the SE using pilot assignment schemes 

other than the RPA for the same network setting as Figure5.1a. 

 

Figure 5.1 b: CDF of the minimum uplink SE [bit/s/Hz] for L=3, K=6, using MRC, and M 

∈{400, 1000}. 
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The curves in Figure 5.1b have confirmed the previous conclusion that increasing M to 

1000 has a little effect on enhancing the CDF of the minimum SE than the one we have got 

with M=400 when using RPA for pilot assignment. However, using the other pilot 

assignment schemes had increased the worst SE when M increased from 400 to 1000. 

Hence, we have shown, in Figure 5.1c, the impact of increasing the number of antennas (at 

the BS) over enhancing the worst SE by computing the minimum SE in the network (when 

the different pilots’ assignment schemes were applied) for many different random users’ 

locations (as in previous figures). Then, we have taken the average of the minimum SEs for 

each value of M where M ∈{200, 400, 600, 800, 1000}. 

 

Figure 5.1c: Average minimum uplink SE [bit/s/Hz] for L=3, K=6, using MRC, and M ∈{200 

400, 600, 800, 1000}. 
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Therefore, as depicted in Figure 5.1c, our proposed TSP1 algorithm has the best 

performance after the exhaustive search (ESPA). Also, as M increases, the difference in the 

performance of the various algorithms is noticeable. 

Repeating the same network setting as in Figures 5.1(a-c), but using ZFC instead of MRC 

as a combining scheme in equation (5.1), we have got much better results for the CDF of 

the SE per UE, the CDF of the minimum SE and the average minimum SE. In addition, the 

difference in the performance of the different pilots’ allocation schemes is clear in this 

setting. Figure 5.1d shows the CDF of the uplink SE per UE using the ZFC scheme, with 

M ∈{400, 1000}.  

 

Figure 5.1d: CDF of the uplink SE per UE [bit/s/Hz] for L=3, K=6, using ZFC, and M ∈{400, 

1000}. 
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It is evident from Figure 5.1d that even when M=400, the pilot allocation scheme effect is 

present in enhancing the value of the SE for UEs with low SEs. Besides, the performance 

of the proposed NSA1 and TSP1 is almost identical to the exhaustive search, and it is much 

better than that of the SPA algorithm, and the RPA. For example, the probability of a UE 

with a SE equal or greater than 3 bits/s/Hz is 90% using the ESPA and the proposed 

algorithms, 85% using SPA and 80% using RPA when M=1000. Also, we have noticed 

that the performance of SPA using M=1000 is less than the performance of ESPA, and our 

proposed algorithms when M=400 until the probability of SE is greater than or equal 4 

bits/s/Hz. Also, Figure 5.1e shows the superiority of our algorithms’ performance over that 

of SAP and RPA. While the performance of the pilot allocation schemes had enhanced 

when M=1000 over their performance when M=400, only RPA performance has not been 

improved regarding the CDF of the minimum SE in the system. 

 

Figure 5.1e: CDF of the minimum uplink SE [bit/s/Hz] for L=3, K=6, using ZFC, and M ∈{400, 

1000}. 
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It is also obvious from Figure 5.1e that the performance of TSP1 is the nearest to the 

performance of the exhaustive search. Also, Figure 5.1f shows the fact that at M=200, the 

performance of our proposed algorithms is almost identical to that of the optimal solution 

regarding the average minimum uplink SE in the network, and it is better than SPA. As M 

increases, TSP1 performance is the closest to that of the optimal, and both proposed 

algorithms much outperformed that of the related work (SPA). Besides, form Figure 5.1f, 

adding more antennas has marginally enhanced the minimum SE using RPA. 

 

Figure 5.1f: Average minimum uplink SE [bit/s/Hz] for L=3, K=6, using ZFC, and M ∈{200, 

400, 600, 800, 1000}. 
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Although RPA performs better using M=1000 with ZFC over MRC, the pilot allocation 

algorithm has the great impact on enhancing the SE of UEs with low values of SE even 

when M=400 in the case of using ZFC, and in general for all the considered values of M for 

both MRC and ZFC schemes. 

On the other hand, we have repeated the simulation with 19 cells (two tiers around the 

center cell), where each cell serves 10 UEs, and the BS has M antennas where M ∈{300, 

500}. Figure 5.2a shows the SE per UE [bit/s/Hz] when the MRC is used using all the 

previous pilot allocation schemes except the ESPA (could not be applied).  

 

Figure 5.2a: CDF of the uplink SE per UE [bit/s/Hz] for L=19, K=10, using MRC, and M 

∈{300, 500}. 
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It is evident from Figure 5.2a that the NSA1 algorithm operating on a network that each BS 

is deployed with 500 antennas has the best performance among the other algorithms. For 

example, when M=500, the probability of the uplink SE is greater than or equal 1 bit/s/Hz 

is approximately 79% using NSA1, 74% using TSP1, and 70% using SPA and RPA. This 

coincide with results obtained when the system was small as shown in Figure 5.1a. 

However, the enhancement to the minimum SE was almost none. On the other hand, the 

performance of the SPA and TSP1 algorithms when M=300 was indistinguishable from the 

random pilot assignment, while at M=500, TSP1 algorithm has performed slightly better 

than the SPA and RPA, and NSA1 algorithm performance exceeds all the other algorithms 

in both cases. Figure 5.2 b shows the SE per UE when using ZFC, while the other network 

setting is the same as that of Figure 5.2a. 

 

Figure 5.2b: CDF of the uplink SE per UE [bit/s/Hz] for L=19, K=10, using ZFC, and M ∈{300, 

500}. 
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Figure 5.2b shows the superiority of the NSA1 algorithm over that of TSP1 and SPA, even 

when M=300 (for enhancing the low SEs). In addition, the increase in the number of 

antennas has a greater impact on the performance of the NSA1 compared to the other 

algorithms. For example, the probability that a SE is greater than or equal 1.5 bits/s/Hz is 

approximately 95% using NSA1 (with M=500), 90% using NSA1 (with M=300) and TSP 

(with M=300 or M=500), 81% using SPA (with M=300 or M=500), and 80% using RPA 

(with M=300 or M=500). 

Finally, Figure 5.2c shows the minimum SE in the network using ZFC, and the same 

setting as Figures 5.2a and Figure 5.2b. 

 

Figure 5.2c: CDF of the minimum uplink SE [bit/s/Hz] for L=19, K=10, using ZFC, and M 

∈{300, 500}. 
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As it is obvious from Figure 5.2c, TSP1 is the algorithm that greatly enhanced the 

minimum SE in the network followed by the NSA1, while SPA performance is almost 

similar to that of RPA, even the increase in the number of antennas did not have an impact 

on its performance. 
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Chapter 6 

Summary, Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Summary and Conclusions 

In this dissertation, we have proposed different pilot allocation schemes that aim to 

maximize the minimum SINR and SE for the UEs in the network to alleviate the effect of 

pilot contamination. This optimization goal will quantify fairness to all the UEs. Therefore, 

the SE per cell will not be much increased, but it will increase the SE for the UEs that 

suffer from high inter-cell interference. Also, the main idea behind the algorithms is to 

utilize the differences in the UEs’ channel gains to cluster the UEs that will reuse the same 

pilot sequence. Therefore, trying to maximize the minimum asymptotic SINR equation is 

justifiable.  

We also have demonstrated the importance of pilot allocation vs. using random pilot 

allocation with simple power control strategy (which have been suggested by the related 

works), and we have concluded in the asymptotic regime, pilot allocation schemes greatly 

enhance the minimum SIR compared to that provided by the simple power control with the 

random pilot assignment. 

While pilot allocation schemes tend to suffer from high computational time complexity, 

especially with the increase of the number of UEs in each cell, the proposed algorithms 

NSA and TSP provide a near-optimal solution with polynomial time complexity.  
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Although TSP is the best regarding the increase of the SE of the UE that suffers from the 

worst interference, but NSA greatly increases the SE for more UEs with low SEs. Also, 

NSA is the fastest proposed algorithm.  

Finally, evaluating the algorithm in a non-asymptotic regime has shown that the increase in 

the number of antennas would increase the SE for the UEs that suffer from high 

interference marginally using random pilot allocation schemes even when using zero-

forcing combining. However, using our proposed algorithms, as the number of antennas is 

increased, the SE is greatly enhanced for the UEs with low SE. And using the ZFC scheme 

with proposed pilot allocation much outperforms the performance of a system that uses 

MRC with proposed optimizing pilots’ assignment schemes. 

6.2 Future Work 

While the algorithms are proposed when each cell has K UEs, the UEs are assigned unique 

pilots in a cell, and the same set of pilots are reused in every cell, extending the NSA 

algorithm to address different scenario regarding the different number of UEs and pilots in 

each cell is direct. However, modifying TSP is more complicated, especially handling the 

tabu list when more than one UE share the same pilot in the same cell. 

Enhancing the SE by solving the pilots’ allocation problem has a dilemma. To increase the 

SE, pilot overhead should be minimized, and reusing the same sequence of pilots in every 

cell will minimize that overhead. However, some users, even with the best pilot allocation 

strategy, will still severely suffer from the pilot contamination. Therefore, increasing the 

length of the pilot sequence to assign more mutual orthogonal pilots in the network is one 
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solution to decrease the number of inter-cell interference during pilot transmission and, 

consequently, a better quality of the estimated channel. Therefore, as future work, we could 

modify the NSA algorithm to compute the optimal number of pilots to be increased 

without the need for defining integer pilot reuse factor.  
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